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Thomas Davenport Elected Frosh President
Clemson Community Drive
Begins Here Early Next Week
By J. Earle Painter
The
Clemson
Community
Fund Drive will get under way Omega are all represented in
Oct. 27 with a kickoff break- the Council.
fast for volunteer solicitors at
The Clemson Community and
the Clemson House. Professor students of the college derive
John Lagrone is serving as chair- many benefits each year from
man of this year's planning the community fund projects.
Community Council.
Last year donations were made
The goal this year is' $8,300, to the Veterans' Club playwhich represents an increase of ground project. Another pro$400 over last year. The funds ject supported by the fund is
will be distributed among the the childrens' baseball, basketfollowing organizations: Amer- ball and football teams which
ican Cancer Society, Red Cross, are seen on the campus. ChilCrippled Children Society, U. dren of married Clemson stuS. 6., American Hygiene Asso- dents are eligible to participate
ciation, National Probation and in all cf these events.
Parole Association, Travelers
Plans are being made to soAid, National Recreation As- licit funds from the students.
sembly, and National Social As members of the community it
Welfare Assembly.
behooves us all to contribute
State agencies receiving generously.
funds will be the S. C. Association for Mental Health and the
S. C. Heart Association. The
remainder of the funds will be
distributed among local organizations including the Boy
Scouts, the Girl Scouts, Youth
Program, Negro Youth Center,
P. T. O, Association for the
development of the Negro ComThe Freshman Y. M. C. A.
munity, and Books for Child- Council opened its 1956-5 year
ren.
with the election of officers and
The drive is carried out by the ratification of the constituthe Clemson Community Coun- tion. The council has held two
cil, which is composed of meetings this year.
church, welfare, and service orThe first meeting was devoted
ganizations in the community to the election of officers. These
and school. The Tiger Brother- officers are as follows: Allan
hood, Blue Key, and Alpha Phi Elmore, President, Luther Bickley,
Vice-President, Charles
Davis, Secretary, John O'Brien,
Chaplain.
The second meeting was devoted to the ratification of the
constitution. After the constitution had been altered, discussed and ratified, the group
held a social meeting in Room 2.
The new secretary for the
South Carolina Student Christian Association
is Harriet
Cloaninger, the frist co-ed to
represent Clemson at the state
meeting. Harriet, who has been
active in Christian work on the
campus since her enrollment at
The Pershing Rifles, ComClemson last year, and succeeds pany C-4, of Clemson College
Phyllis Bates of Winthrop Col- will join the homecoming celelege.
bration in Manning, Oct. 18, for
The fall retreat of the asso- Miss Marian McKnieht, newlyciation was held at Camp Long, crowned Miss America.
Aiken, S. C, on Oct. 12 - 14.
The Pershing Rifles, who won
John Henry Turner, Clemson's the national precision drill
YMCA cabinet president, pre- D.C., last spring, will give a
sided as president of the asso- drill exhibition and perform in
ciation at this retreat.
Jimmy the parade.
Richardson, also of Clemson, The Miss America homecomwas publicity chairman; and . J. ing will be the second public
R. Roy Cooper was dean of the appearance of the titiewinning
retreat.
unit this fall. The Rifles perAddresses, workshops, dis- formed Oct. 1 at the 50th annicussions, and recreation consti- versary of the founding of North
tuted the program highlighted Augusta.
by the talks of Rev. Charles E.
Company leader is Cadet Capt.
Raynal, Jr., minister of the Fort Lannay Moore of Bradley. He
Hill Presbyterian Church at is assisted by Cadet 1st Lt. Roy
Clemson. Twenty-one Clemson Herron of Starr. Cadet 1st. Sgt.
students attended the three day Tommy Clary of Fort Lawn is
retreat.
Sgt. Keith Starnes of LancasImmediately following the ter is public relations officer.
closing of the retreat at Camp
Long, a group of students from
the "Y" Cabinet presented a
vespers program at Columbia
College, featuring a series of
talks on The Trinity. A depu(Continued on Page 3)
Miss Jo Ann Deason, 22, 5'7"
brunette from Enoree, was
named South Carolina Maid of
Cotton for 1957 before more
than 100 spectators in the
Clemson College fieldhouse Oc
tober 11. She won over 21 con.
testants, all county winners, as
the Soartanburg County entry
Carl Feiss, Washington, D.
First runnerup was
Jean
C, one-time head of town Spotts, of Kershaw County and
planning at Columbia Univer- Limestone College. Second runsity and the University of Den- nerui) was Mary Delleney Ruff
ver, will be the first of nine vis- of Kershaw County and Breiting lecturers Nov. 19 and 20 nau, Ga., College. Other finalin the Clemson College depart- ists were Sara Fair of Greenment of architecture this year. ville County, and Janice Hiers
Eight of the speakers have of Abbeville County and Erskine
been announced by the sponsor- College.
Miss Deason, a graduate of
ing Clemson Architectural
Foundation. They are Freder- Woodruff High School and
ick Gutheim, architectural critic Winthrop College, will compete
and author; Professor Lawrence for national honors in Mem
She
Anderson, head, department of phis, Tenn., in January.
architecture, Massachusetts In- succeeds Miss Betty Lane Cher,
stitute of Technology; Frederick ry of Orangeburg.
Miss Deason is a graduate stu.
Severnd, New York City structural engineer; Norman Fletch- dent in dramatic arts at the Uni
er, of Architects Collaborative, versity of North Carolina and
Cambridge, Mass.; Henry Hope, was one of the three selected
head, department of art, In- nationally this year to appear
diana University, and H. K. on the New York-Tribune "Fo
Minhunick, regent professor of rum of World Affairs" in New
York.
city planning, Georgia Tech.

Frosh "Y" Council
Open Year With
S"$ine« Session

Noted tenor vocalist, Ben Mitchell Morris will be one of the main features of the Navy Band's
concert Friday.

Navy Concert Offers
Variety In Selections
Matinee and evening programs have been announced
by the United States Navy Band for its seventh annual
appearance at Clemson College Friday.
Both performances, in the
college fieldhouse, will feature
soloists Ben Mitchell Morris,
enor; Richard Bain, harmoniand
Frank
Scimonelli,
^French post horn, and fanfare
by the Herald Trumpets.
Bain, whose repertoire ranges
from Beethoven to Rodgers and
Hammerstein, is a one-time
regular with the Harmonica
Rascals, Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians, and the Horace
Heidt Orchestra. The 55-man
tour band, of all-solo status, will
also present Arlington Zetty,
piccolo soloist who tutored under Berahold Wavrek of Sousa's
famous band; and Lawrence
Wiehe, trombonist, a protege of
Joseph Huber, St. Louis' renowned blind teacher.
The matinee program will offer the Donna Dianna overture,
u'Conquest' from 'Captain from
"" Satile', 'Tally Ho!', 'Slaughter
on Tenth Avenue', 'Serenade'
from 'The Student Prince' and a
special Hit Parade arrangement.
A highlight will be the 'Ballet
for Young American', including
a teenage overture, day dreaming, the first driving lesson,
prom night and the graduation
march.
Sophistication will be the
theme for the evening, adultaudience show. Featured productions will be Abreau's 'The
Parrot on the Fortune Teller's
Hat',
Tchaikowsky's
'Swan
Lake Ballet', and Wagner's 'The
Ride of the Valkyries' from 'Die
Walkure*. Other offerings will

NOTICE
The American Chemical Society will have a business
meeting Tuesday, October 23
at 6:30 p. m. in Room 118
Chemistry Building. AH members are urged to be there.
Those eligible for membership
are Chemists, Chemical Engineers, and Textile Chemists.
he meeting will be short and
r
fc> the point.

~

**

One of the main features at
Friday's concert will be har
monica player Richard Bain.
include the La Belle Helene
overture, the Trumpeters Carnival', a coronet trio selection;
(Continued on Page 7)

Little Theatre
Cast Selected
"The Night of January 16th"
sounds like a date and it is. It's
a date of intrigue, suspense,
murder, accusations and denials.
It's the next play to be given by
the Clemson Little Theatre.
Polly Lowry, the director, has
selected her cast from those
who tried out for the parts, and
the following will be seen in
this production:
Robert Nowack, C. H. Bovell,
T. C. Witherspoon, Joe Dillion,
Joe Jeffries, Bill Holt, I. A.
Trively, Gene Tragus, ManTMrjp <"-- -an, Janet Jatz, Jewell
Bradfield,
Virginia
Jackson,
Charlotte McCutcheon, Kitty
McDaniels, Jewell Richey and
Bruce McLees.
More details on, this play will
be given later. Watch for it!

(loaninpr Is %m
Secretary Of S. C.
Christian Group

P.R.'s To Perform
In Miss America's
Homecomnriq

Mass Demonstration
Is Insulted Rats'
Reply To Furman
By TOM ANDERSON,
TIGER War Correspondent
Infuriated over an article
printed in the Furman "HORNET," the "rats" of Clemson
invaded Furman College in
Greenville last Monday night.
Approximately one
hundred
students were met on the Furman campus by about the same
number of Furman men.
The demonstration approached the proportions of a "free
for-all" before the arrival of
all available on-duty policemen
in the town of Greenville. With
the police on hand to quell the
riot, Dr. Francis Bonner, Dean
of the School, spoke to the SUL
dents from both campuses. He
welcomed the boys to the campus, stating that they were
"welcome to stay" if they were
willing to behave themselves.
Some of the Clemson students
were willing to agree with him
until a group of "Country Gentlemen" surrounded Geer Hall.
There was a great deal of
(Continued on Page 3)

NOTICE!
For information on the Carolina tickets, turn to Page 5
of the sports section. Complete information concerning
the acquisition of these tickets
and the penalties involved in
not honoring the pledge made
when the tickets were purchased is furnished by Mr.
Gene Willimon, Business Manager of the Athletic Department.
Students will find that the
procedure is essentially the
same as last year when everything went off smoothly. There
will be no waiting in line as
the gates open at 11:00 on
Thursday.

Elections Held Tuesday
For Student Officers
The freshman class of Clemson College named Ted
Davenport to the highest office in the class at their Tuesday, October 17, election; the "Rat" vice-president for the
1956-57 scholastic year will be Erwin Abell, chemical engineering
student from Chester.
The Air Force ROTC cadet
wing at Clemson College reAlso receiving a plurality of

Distinguished Air
Cadets Honored

cently publicly recognized and
honored the distinguished
AFROTC cadets of the year.
Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, P.A.S.,
awarded
the
distinguished
AFROTC cadet badges to the
ten outstanding cadets.
They received this merit by
distinguishing
themselves in
leadership and academic training during their college career,
and also received an outstanding record at their respective
summer training camps. Each
of these AFROTC distinguished
cadets have better than a three
point grade ratio.
Those receiving the awards
were cadets William P. Dubose, Jr., Charles W. Bussey
Jr., James H. Coleman, Jr.,
Carol E. Brown, Ansel T. Flowers, Edmund B. Jones, George
W. Pierce, Jr., Melvin K. Richardson, John H. Turner, and
Thomas C. Watson.
These cadets were chosen
from the upper twenty five per
cent of the seniors in advanced
AFROTC and are now eligible
for application for a regular
commission in the USAF.

Recent Graduates
Officer Propram
Two recent gradutes from
Clemson College, Jimmy Dee
Box, Jr. and Mathew Braid, Jr.,
both of Charleston, were recently enlisted in the Officers Candidate Program of the U.S. Navy
at Newport, R.I.
Jimmy Dee Box, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dee Box,
Sr., is a graduate of Chicora
High School.
Mathew Theodore Braid, Jr.,
son of Mrs. Sarah Cade Braid,
is a graduate of North Charleston High School.

Annual Ceramics
Forum Held Last
Week At Clemson

■The second annual Southeastern Plant Operator's Forum, for manufacturers
of
structural clay products, was
held at Clemson College, October 8-10.
The meeting was sponsored
jointly by North Carolina State,
Clemson, Brick and Tile Service, Inc., of Greensboro, N. C,
and the Southern Brick and
Tile Association of Atlanta.
The 1956 theme will be quality controls. "Better quality,"
said host Professor G. C. Robinson, head of the Clemson
ceramic
engineering department, "is now essential to keep
the big market that has been
cultivated in the Southeast."
Staffs from both N. C. State,
under the direction of Dr. W.
W. Kriegel, and Clemson participated, covering quality controls from the clay pit to the
kilm. The program will be dl
vided between the Clemson
House and Olin Hall, the new
$40,0000 college ceramics build
ing.
Educators led the array of
speakers. They include W. C
Hackler, North Carolina State,
who discussed statistics; Willis
Moody, Georgia Tech, on pro
duction controle tests; and J. L.
Caruthers, Ohio State Univer
sity, on dying processes.
Other
Carolina
speakers
were: Forrest Paschal of Siler
City, N. : C, J. C. Steele of
Statesville, N. C, L. R. Whitaker of Columbia, and J. P.
Paris of Laurens.

votes cast for their particular
offices, as provided in the Student Government constitution,
were Elizabeth Booker, architecure major from Clemson, secretary; and Margaret Breggar,
arts and science major from
Clemson, treasurer.
Three freshman representatives to the Rat Council were
elected on the same ballot: Ray
Adams, Bobby Yarborough, and
Jerry Underwood.
Representing the freshman
class in Student Assembly this
year will be: Harvey White,
Frank League, Allen Bell, Bill
Turner, and Al Hawkins.
An election on the same day
for one Junior Class representative to fill an unexpired term
resulted in a tie between Richard Ashmore, civil engineering
major from Greenville, and Jerry Sinclair, electrical engieering student from Camden, which
will be run off at a later date.
Joe Fox, a textile manufactur.
ing student from Inman, wal
elected Tuesday to fill an unexpired term of Sophomore
Class representative.

Blue Key Dance
To Be Held Again
At Russell House '
The annual Blue Key danc*
is to be held again this year in
the Russell House on the Carolina campus on Wednesday
night, October 24. The dance,
which is jointly sponsored by
the Clemson and Carolina chapters of Blue Key, will last from
ten until one o'clock.
Playing for the dance will be
Tony Torre and his well known
dance band. Tickets are ont
dollar for stag or with a date.
New members for Blue Key
(Continued on Page 7)

Jo Ann Deason
Cho«en A* New
Maid Of Cotton

Speakers For Year
Announced BY
Arch. Foundation

Beat Carolina

Miss Jo Ann Deason is Maid of Cotton from Enoree, S. C.
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Superficial School Spirit ■

TALK OF THE TOWN

Safety Determined By Your Maturity;
Integrity of Character Governs Cuts

BY NO MEANS is this to be taken as a criticism, but
merely regarded as an observation which may possibly
evoke some thought. The whole idea is as intangible as
can be, but it invariably rears its ugly head about this
time each year.
With the Carolina game only one week away, and shaping up to be the most important Big Thursday fracas in
many years, the question of the student body's spirit
looms larger than ever before. Unquestionably everyone wants to see the Tigers trounce the Gamecocks of
Carolina. Since the Wake Forest game last week excitement has been steadily mounting on the campus, and
by next Thursday should have reached the frenzy stage.
On the surface there would seem to be no reason to question the student body's spirit.
However, upon reflecting back over previous Big
Thursday games, we find that the identical pre-game excitement and spirit have prevailed, but during the game
itself the story was somewhat different. If the breaks
were not going our way and victory seemed a little doubtful, a stranger would find it hard to believe that about
twenty-five hundred Clemson students were there in
Carolina stadium to support their team. Without fail,
we have always waited for the team on the field to inspire our cheering rather than have our cheering inspire
the team.
Nothing in the world is harder to do than cheer when
your team is getting beat. When there is an empty feeling in your stomach, and your nerves are dead from disappointment, giving out with yells seems like a futile
and insurmountable task, and few students possess
school spirit to perform it.
Nevertheless, if everyone
' would realize that there are eleven Clemson men out on
the field who feel just as sick inside, but who are still
giving it all they've got, there would not be one student
in the stands not yelling his head off.

;

On Campus

with

(Author tf "Banfoet Buy With Chttk," ttt.)

FOOTBALL: ITS CAUSE AND CURE
At next Saturday's football game, while you are sitting
in your choice student's seat on the ten-yard line, won't
you give a thought to Alaric Sigafoos?
Who, you ask, is Alaric Sigafoos? Come closer, sit
down, light a Philip Morris, savor that natural tobacco
goodness, sigh contentedly, cross your fat little legs, and
listen.
Alaric Sigafoos (1868-1934) started life humbly on a
farm near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both
named Ralph, were bean-gleaners, and Alaric became a
bean-gleaner too. But he soon tired of the work and went
to Memphis where he got a job with a logging firm. Here
the ex-bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. Then
he drifted to Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipewiper). Then to Arizona where he strung dried fruit
(fig-rigger). Then to Virginia where he was a research
assistant (book-looker). Then to Long Island where he
dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Then to California where
he lectured young women who were about to get married
(bride-chider). Then to Minnesota where he cut up frozen
lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada where he determined
the odds in a gambling house (dice-pricer). Then to
Milwaukee where he pasted camera lenses together
(Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a
tannery, beating pig-hides until they were soft and supple
(hog-flogger). Here he found happiness at last.

yeiQWdhappiwti3£ fatWhy, you ask, did he find happiness at last as a hogflogger? Light another firm and fragrant Philip Morris,
taste that true tobacco flavor, puff, relax, let sweet lassitude possess your limbs, and listen.
Next door to the hog-fioggery was an almond grove
owned by a girl named Chimera Emrick. Chimera was
pink and white and marvelously hinged, and Alaric was
hopelessly in love the moment he clapped eyes on her.
Each day he came to the almond grove to woo Chimera,
but to no avail. He tried with all his vigor and guile,
*>-»£ she, alas, stayed cool.
a Then one day Alaric got a brilliant idea. It was the
Jay before the annual Omaha Almond Festival. On this
^ y, as we all know, every almond grower in Omaha
almoi? a noat in tne *"g parade. The floats always consist
_, e cardboard almonds hanging from large cardboard
^.trees.
togethe c 8
plump ei ' inspiration was to stitch pieces of pigskin
almond! a~d inflate them until they looked like big,
gure]y t^monds. "These sure beat skinny old cardboard
_ i," said Alaric to himself. "Tomorrow they will
__. %ke first prize for Chimera, and she will be mine!"
Chime-17 fte next
told ha w*tn ms
morning Alaric came running to
she ht i
inflated pigskin almonds, but she, alas,
1 8ne was no
to tr/
* entering a float that year. In fact,
p. just sold her almond grove and was moving East
. / out with the Boston Red Sox.
vy
\laric, upon hearing these glum tidings, flew into a
Rent rage. He started kicking his pigskin almonds all
5ver the place. And who should be walking by at that
very instant but Abner Doubleday!
Mr. Doubleday, who had invented baseball some years
earlier, was now trying to invent football, but without
success. The trouble was, he couldn't figure out what kind
of ball to use. Now, seeing Alaric kick the pigskin
spheroids, his problem was suddenly solved. "Eureka!"
he cried, and ran to his drawing board, and the rest is
history 1
©Max Shnlman, 1958
When you go to next Saturday'* game, the makert of Philip
MorrU, sponsors of this column, suggest you take along the
perfect football companion—Philip MorrU, of corritt
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Fair Returns To Bury The Chicken;
One Man's Opinion About Fraternities
By Jack Shaffer
FURMAN WINDBAG ACTS UP
It seems as if Furman High School is
trying to make headlines. (In the Habetuary Colume). They pulled one of the
bravest deeds ever exhibited by a group
of college students in South Carolina.
With only twenty men (?) they took rat
caps from three Clemson freshmen and
the Clemson rats put up no fight whatsoever.
Now it is obvious why this trio offered
no resistance. They could not be expected to fight such odds (there would have
to be at least thirty-to-one before a Clemson man would raise a hand against the
likes of the puny Furman prepsters.)
ORCHIDS TO PLATOON
Clemson's senior platoon lived down its
unwarranted nickname of "Goon Platoon" last Saturday when they turned in
a stellar performance at Winston-Salem.
Keep up the good work, men.
"GATOR RETURNS"
Next week you rats will experience
one of the most enjoyable times at Clemson, the three days preceding "Big Thursday." This is one function for which
scholastics at Clemson must take a back
seat (while we're on the subject, how
about you profs keeping this in mind next
week when you contemplate giving
quizs?).
We have learned from a pretty reliable
source that "Gator" Farr will return once
again to "bury that chicken so deep that
he'll never rise again." For any of you
that may not be familiar with "Gator",
he is an ol' grad who has become quite
well-known in the South as an accomplished orator. Don't miss him men, you'll
regret it later if you do.
Also, keep up the tradition of outclassing the Carolina peons in the pregame
capers; but be sensible men, let's save
the buildings down there. Carolina might
decide to start holding classes some day.
GRADES UNIMPORTANT?
In a recent issue of "The Gamecock,"
the weekly publication of the U. S. C,
much criticism was made of the recent
changes on The Tiger Staff. Implications
were made that grades are not important
to members of publications. It is very
easy to see how these people reached such
conclusions. If grades were as easy to
get up here as they are at Carolina we
wouldn't value them so highly ourselves.
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES?
We have been waiting with some degree

and Ray Wactor
of expectancy to learn exactly what
course the fraternity controversy will
take this semester. Last year, as you will
remember, there were several conscientious attempts to establish fraternities at
Clemson. There was also some expression of hesitancy about having these social clubs invade our campus. The pros
and the cons voiced their opinions and
presented their arguments both orally
and through the college publications. So
far we have heard nothing of the debate
that was rewarded with so much student
interest last year.
Hoping that there are some who are
still interested in the subject, I will pass
on to you an apparently biased opinion
expressed by Mr. Sloane Wilson, author
of "The Man In the Grey Flannel Suit."
His article, "The Case Against Fraternities" appeared in the October 14 edition
of the American Weekly.
Mr. Wilson introduces his case with the
claim, "They (Greek letter fraternities)
can be called witless, juvenile, and purposeless associations much like the 'clubs'
small boys organize in back-yard shacks
..." He offers this statement in defense
of the accusation by some people that
(fraternities are fundamentally vicious.
He says they can easily prove they are
not vicious, but they cannot justify the
existence of fraternities any more than
many other "manifestations of adolescence."
Mr. Wilson continues by listing and
repressing the advantages, claimed by the
brothers, to be offered with membership
in their fraternities. To him, the desire
for brotherhood and a sense of belonging,
and the dependence upon contacts made
through fraternities, indicate that the
"brothers" lack confidence in themselves.
The author ends his argument with the
observation, "No really brilliant student
who is mature and psychologically whole
could possibly become a member of a
fraternity nowadays, any more than he
could join the Ku-Klux-Klan, or one of
those clubs whose only requirement for
membership is the mailing of a cereal box
top."
Personally, I think Mr. Wilson is somewhat prejudiced against fraternities. At
any rate, he is guilty of some radical
thinking and unfairly generalized conclusions. None of the proven merits of
fraternities were mentioned in his article.

:-; Veterans Corner;-:
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration to four questions of interest to former servicemen and
their families.
Q. I understand that I have
120 days from discharge to get
Korean GI term insurance. Will
my 120-day deadline stilj, apply, even though the law says
no new policies may be issued
after December 31, 1956? My
120 days would carry me beyond
that date.
A. You would not have the
full 120 day period to obtain
Korean GI term insurance. You
would have to apply and pay
your first premium before December 31, 1956—even though
that gives you less than 120

days to act.
Q. A young man I know is
eligible for schooling under the
War Orphans Education program. He's still in high school.
Would he be allowed to finish
his regular high school education under the War Orphans
program?
A. No. The law prohibits regular high school training. Belowcollege-level schooling is allowed only when it is specialized
vocational training that will fit
a student for a vocational goal.
Q. When I went back on active duty, I surrendered my
permanent plan of GI insurance
for cash, so that I would be
covered by the free $10,000 death
indemnity. Since indemnity cov-

erage ends December 31, 1956
I will lose my coverage. Is there
any way I can get my permanent GI policy?
A. Under the law, you may
obtain a new permanent policy
of the same kind and amount as
your surrendered policy—but at
premium at your present age.
Or you may reinstate your surrendered policy by paying the
required reserve and the current
month's premiums. You may obtain this insurance while in service or within 120 days after
your discharge. You could arrange for the insurance to take
over when the free indemnity
expires.
...

By John
"THE LIFE YOU SAVE . . .»
"The Life You Save May Be Your
Own" is one of the most famous safety
slogans of all times and it doesn't begin
to tell the story. Safe driving is a matter
of common sense and common courtesy.
Anticipatory safety is a good phrase. The
driver is responsible for his own car as
well as every other automobile he encounters. Featured in every morning's
paper is the familiar tangle of steel and
headlines like "Driver Remorseful as
Youth Killed."
What an understatement
THE BEST CONDITIONS
It has been said that the only way to
enforce a speed limit is to construct cars
that can't exceed it. This is like saying
that there are no mature, responsible
drivers on the road. Whatever element
of truth is here, it is true that most accidents occur on the best roads, under the
best driving conditions. They happen to
people they could never happen to. They
happen in an instant out of the clear blue.
They happen as a result of carelessness,
an unguarded moment, because of intoxication and then they are murders as
truly as the premeditated firing of a bullet into the heart of the victim.
ROULETTE AT THE WHEEL
Passing on a hill, speeding blindly into
a curve is the "Russian Roulette" of the
highways with five cylinders loaded. But
it's worse than suicide since it involves
others and again becomes murder.
THE CHARACTER AND CUTS
The ability to drive an automobile
sanely requires the same strength of character looked for in the mature college
man. It is the same maturity a sufficient
evidence of which would make unlimited
class cuts for seniors and even juniors at
Clemson a matter of simple common
sense.
A requirement for a college degree

Rogers
should be the ability to budget one's time
to best advantage and at least seniors
should be given the privilege of practicing this absolutely.
A class cut is not an indication that the
student doesn't like the prof's lecture
form or the way he dresses or combs his
hair if he has it. It is not a personal offense directed at the prof.
A student
signs a course not because the prof can
put across a good punch line but because
he has something to offer that is of value
to the student. When a schedule is filled
these potential gains line up in order of
importance to the student. This order of
importance is the student's decision as
long as it conforms to the requirements
of his curriculum. If in the course of
events conflicts arise among these preferences, a choice must be made and the result may be a class cut.
A MATTER OF TIME
This is not entirely a matter of time
adjustment, more the arrangement oi^
events for desired results. After all, what
is this time that has been called the
"fourth dimension"? It seems to me a
simpler thing, more like a grid work laid
down over human events as the grid on
a map which helps in the location of
events past, present, and future. This
viewpoint seems to put importance on
the proper element, the event, the thing
that happens.
HOMECOMING SOON
Homecoming is coming and what a
weekend it promises to be! The latest
news is that the Elgart fans will be able
to purchase autographed albums at the
dance courtesy of Mary's Record Shop.
The "organized organizations" around
here get a real break, too. If each of the
eighty turn up with a sponsor there should
be eighty of the loveliest ladies of the land
competing for Homecoming Queen.

A Word To The Wise

By Dickie Ballenger, Student Chaplain
many of which we publish. I imagine
WANT ADS—Ancient and Present
there are many such want-ads in this paThe following is a clipping from an per; yet there are many other desires
ancient newspaper that told how want that we keep secretly locked in our hearts
ads were worded in the year 1796:
and minds. Numerous desires are satisWanted for a sober family, a man of fied through the channels of published
ligheweight, who fears the Lord and can want-ads. How I pray that the following
drive a pair of horses. He must occa- want-ads will be answered.
sionally wait at table, join in household
Wanted—Clemson men, N. B., not boys
prayer, look after horses, and read a
but men—men that will stand up for what
chapter in the Bible. He must, God willis right even if the stand is with the miing, rise at 7 in the morning, and obey
nority; men that will not be turned from
his master and mistress in all lawful compurity and honesty by any evil force of
mands; if he can dress hair, sing psalms,
Satan; men that will be good representaand play cribbage, the more agreeable. N.
tives of our great school.
B. (N. B. is the abbreviation for the Latin,"
Wanted—Dormitories whose halls are
"nota bene", meaning note well.) He must
not
contaminated with filthy airs of pronot be familiar with the maid servants,
fanity;
N. B., rooms and halls where God's
lest the flesh should rebel against the
holy
name
is never taken in vain.
spirit and he should be induced to work
Wanted — A friendly campus — one
in the thorny paths of the wicked. Wages:
15 guineas a year (about seven dollars a where no student THINKS he is better
than any of the others.
month).
Wanted—Empty rooms each Sunday
This ad is a desire in no uncertain terms.
The writer knew exactly what he wanted, morning due to church attendance and
and he had it published to the effect that then an indication of that attendance
there would be no mistake concerning his throughout the week.
wishes.
Wanted—N. B., YOU, to answer this
Every one of us has mental want ads, ad.

Tiger
\^M rW#TS W9f
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The Cons of Elvis Pressley

Rhodes Scholarship Awards
(Ed. Note: By Kitten Proctor, Columnist of the Winr
throp "Johnsonian".) (Reprinted by permission of To Be Made In December Of 56
the Winthrop "Johnsonian.")

Elections to Rhodes Scholar- state committee not later than
Audio, no video and Elvis Presley is just fair. But, in- ships will be held in all states November 6, 1956. The namet
Thirteen chemical engineering seniors will make a three- clude the video and he is unbearable. To quote Bernard in December, 1956. Scholars- and addresses of secretaries of
day trip to chemical industrial Baruch's statement about Harry Truman, "He is a rude, elect will enter Oxford Univer- state committees of selection
are printed in the Memorandum
plants in downstate South Car- crude, ignorant little boy," which may be said about El- sity in October, 1957.
olina next week to study classA Rhodes scholar must quali- of Regulations.
vis.
Dr. James M. Stepp, profes.
room theory in actual practice.
fy as follows: must be a male Students from Clemson who
sor of agricultural economics, Gregg Hughes, director of stuGONE DOG OR GONE
citizen of the United States, are interested in more informaThe
Beta
Sigma.
Chi,
a
fra.
The
group,
which
will
leave
was named general chairman of dent aid and placement, chairTO THE DOGS
HOW ABOUT POSTERITY?
with at least five years domi- tion on a Rhodes Scholarship
arrangements — Rev. ternity composed of students Clemson Sunday, Oct. 21, will
the Planning Committee; Dr. man;
The shaggy dog approach is
cile, and unmarried; between should contact F. M. Kinard,
from
Charleston
County,
opened
Won't
your
children
be
proud
be
comprised
of
Thomas
Arms,
Arrington,
pastor,
Jack Williams, professor of Charles
great for Saint Bernards and it of their father in later years the ages of nineteen and twen Dean of the college.
its
first
meeting
by
entertain
Greer;
George
Barnes,
Camhistory and government, vice- Clemson Baptist Church; Henry
has been said that humans have
ty-five on Oct. 1, 1957; by the
chairman; J. Roy Cooper, direc- Hill, director of auxiliary ser- ing new members at a social den; Andrew Collins, Chester; been known to "go Ape," but when you tell them of how Dad- time of application have at least
dy Elvis used to throw his peltor of the Student Center, exec- vices; Rev. E. D. Stockman, picnic. The picnic was held Edward Graham, Jr., and Fred this one has gone "dog".
a Junior Standing at some recogvis under the spotlight.
utive secretary, and A. Newt pastor, Clemson Lutheran near the college campus with McDowell, Jr., Clemson; Annized degree-granting college
forty members present. Among gelo Perna, Brooklyn; William
(Continued from Page 1)
Elvis has zoomed to the top
Stall, Jr., a Greenville senior in Church, chairman.
or university in the U. S. A.; milling around and a few atthe members present were: John Sturgis, Rock Hill; George Sch- with his new routine (if it may
textile manufacturing and StuBudget—Earl L. Liberty, diand receive official endorse- tempts at fights until Dean
Pennell, Gilly ladensky, Cooleemee, N. C.
be called a routine). Yet, anydent Government president, is rector of purchasing, chairman; Sikes, John
ment of his college or univer- Walter Cox appeared on th«
Dotterer,
Phil
Hegdon,
Allan
one
is
capable
of
maneuvering
Also, Harold Thompson, Anstudent chairman.
P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary Sloan, Steven Lanham, Jim
sity.
scene. Dean Cox attempted to
his lower anatomy, and almost
derson;
John
Shaffer,
ColumChairman Stepp said that ten- YMCA; Carl Epting, head, so- Mathews, Fred Stevens, Ed- bia; Louis LaMsrche, Charles- anyone can sing better than
The qualifications which . Ce- persuade the students to return
tative plans call for 18 forums, cial sciences department; Dr. ward Mitchell, Mayrant Simons, ton,
cil Rhodes specified in his will home and finally resorted to th«
and
William
Wactor, this guy who sounds a. if the
to be held at night in the stu- Stepp, publicity—Joe Sherman, Roger Brbage, Chris Cheos, Orangeburg.
as forming the basis of selec- taking of names. In an interrecord
is
being
played
with
the
Edgar
Sellers,
dent dormitories, and a faculty director of public relations, Rodney Westbryu, Moreland, Highlands, N. C, and C. G. fingernail rather than the neetion are: literary and scholastic view Tuesday morning, he statforum. Visiting forum leaders chairman.
"Lefty" Bilton, Eugene
D. Westendorff, Charleston, grad- dle.
Daniel Dixon Lee, Jr., of Dil- ability and attainments; quali- ed that "no disciplinary action
and a guest speaker for the traStudent chairmen included Blakeney, HI, R- E. Batton, R uate students, will accompany Most people, however, do not lon, South Carolina, is a recip- ties of manhood, truthfulness, will be taken until the matter ii
ditional opening convocation Mel Richardson, Gastonia, N. E. Herman, H. F. Thompson
the group. Dr. G. F. Meenag- put the two together; especial- ient of an Agricultural Leader- courage, devotion to duty, sym- investigated further.'*
Feb. 5 will be announced later C, and Graham Pritchard, Bill Hutson, A. O. Halsey, III han, assistant
pathy, kindness, unselfishness, Dean Bonner of Furman said,
professor of ly in public.
ship Award made annually by and fellowship; exibition of "I regret that this happened afthis fall.
Sumter, schedule committee; "Sammy" Larisey, Carl Bege- chemical engineering, is in
Elvis, the girls who have the Milk Industry Foundation, moral force of character, and of ter a meeting with the student
Seven committees were an- Weston New, Greenville, and mann, Derwood Aydlette, and charge.
fainted .while listening to your an international association of instincts to lead and to take in- leaders of both schools last
nounced. They are:
Bill Allgood, Liberty, forum; Ronald Molte.
They will visit the Celriver howlings, did so due to your
Schedule—Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Larry McKay, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The main purpose of the fra- plant of the Celanese Corpora captivating manner; or was it fluid milk dealers. This schol- terest in his fellows; physical Saturday".
vigor, as shown by fondness for The students were finally disPresbyterian minister to Clem- and John Parris, Campobello, ternity is to better acquaint tion of America in Rock Hfl,
arship is one of five presented and success in sports.
Some pelled after about an hour and
son students, chairman; Roy worship; Tom Berry, Charlotte, the members with Clemson's ac- and the May plant of the E. I. because they did not want to be
Wood, professor of economics; N. C, publicity; Harry Bolick, ademic and extra curricular ac- duPont de Nemours and Com- so rude as to walk out of their to outstanding students of dairy definite quality of distinction, a half and reluctantly cam*
own accOrd?
manufacturing from colleges in whether in intellect or charac- back to the College.
Jim Long, associate professor of Kinards, and Charlotte Beckley, tivities. The organization also pany at Camden Monday.
Your songs are so educational, the United States.
ter, is the most important reelectrical engineering; forum— Jacksonville, Fla., attendance; assists in transportation probCharleston plants will be vis- too. Having taken sociology in
Rev. George Cannon, pastor, John Pinckney, Greenville, and lems to and from Charleston.
The five winning students quirement for a Rhodes scholarited Tuesday. They are the college, I learned that perhaps
ship, and it is upon that the seClemson
Methodist
Church, George Sweet, Beaufort, arEsso
Standard
Oil
Company,
On Friday, October 26, at 8
the human race was descended were selected by the College I■J£g^f cDrnrmttee"Viir"insisfe
chairman; A. B. Parsons, Jr., rangements; and Newt Stall,
(Continued from Page 1)
p. m., the fraternity members Charleston Refinery; The West from apes; but you have made a Relations Committee of the Milk
Baptist minister to students.
The value of a Rhodes Schol tation to Lander College il
budget.
and dates will hold its first so- Virginia Pulp and Paper Com- serious contribution to society— Industry Foundation
from arship is $600 per year. Schol- planned for tonight, the 18th of
Worship—Rev. Robert L. Olicial meeting in Charleston at pany, and The Virginia-Caroli- from your statement: "We ain't
among
hundreds
of
nominees
in ars who qualify under the G. I October, in Greenwood.
veros, rector, Holy Trinity Episna
Chemical
Corporation.
the Casino Supper Club on the
nothin' but hound dog'." Per- agriculture colleges
Bill of Rights or other military
copal Church, Clemson ProtestClemson students should nott
through
Visits to the T. E. WannaSavannah highway. Anyone inThe Veterans Club will hold terested is cordially invited to maker, Inc., plant at Orange- haps your next song could be the nation. They will receive educational funds may expect that a deputation from Conant chairman; Father Tierney,
entitled "The Mores Ain't My
director of the Newman Club a dance in the ballroom of the
burg and the Carolina Giant Ways." (You understand, of cash awards and an all-ex- the same benefits at Oxford as verse College is planning to be
at an American university. Ap- on the campus this Sunday, Oc.
at Clemson, Catholic chairman; Clemson House Saturday, Oc- attend.
Cement
Company
at
Harleyville
Mr. William Speer, architeccourse, that this is still dealing pense-paid trip to the Milk In- pointment to a Rhodes Scholar- tober 21. Vesper services will
Dr. R. W. Moorman, professor
are scheduled for the final day. with the science of group beof mechanics and hydraulics; tober 20th. Tickets and mem- ture professor, is the faculty addustry
Foundation's
annual ship is made for two ^ears in be presented by this group. imThe tour will be the first anHugh McGarity, head, music bership cards are still avail- viser" to the club. The officers nual of its kind for chemical havior and would be a most convention to be held at Atlan- the first instance with a possi- mediately following supper. All
for the current semester are:
department.
able to any interested Veteran. Paul E. Blanchard, Everett K. engineering seniors. Trips to progressive educational trend). tic City, Oct. 31-Nov. 2. At the ble third year if the scholar's Clemson students are invited to
Attendance — Rev. Charles
other plants in the state will be Let me quote from your clas- convention they will receive record at Oxford and plan of attend in the Chapel in t h t
E. Raynal, Jr., pastor, Fort See Harold Liverette in E-217 Wingate, James P. Murphy made during the academic year sic comment about psychiat- award citations from Dr. Arthur study warrant such an award. Student Center.
and
Mayrant
Simmons.
Hill Presbyterian Church, and if interested.
rists: "Some one should put C. Fay, member MIF College No restriction is placed upon
Those at vespers will have an
on a one-day basis.
Rhodes Scholar's choice of opportunity to meet Mr. R. E.
those phychos on a long couch Relations Committee.
and tell them a thing or two!
Bunting, of England and the
Daniel Lee, the son of Mr. study.
They all think I'm a sex ma- and Mrs. Daniel Lee of Dillon.
Applications must be in the Gold Coast of Africa, a visitor
niac. They're just frustrated South Carolina, ranks academ- hands of the secretary of the on the campus for the weekend.
old types anyway. I'm just nat- ically among the top five per
ural." (Here let me add a pray- cent of the students of Clemson
er: that the next man in my College, and is first academilife will be one of unnatural- cally in the Dairy Department.
ness!)
He is senior representative to
—ENGINEERSGo on my dear Elvis, buy the Student Assembly of the
(ACP) — Oklahoma Daily
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
writer Ed Turner has come up yourself another Cadillac, for college, and has been active in
you
may
need
it
when
your
son
the
Dairy
Club
and
other
orwith
a
new
way
of
college
livBy SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV
(?) and dance (?) members ganizations.
—<& ing, which, in keeping with the reach rock bottom instead of the
A special program has been
times, he calls "classmanshio."
arranged for the winners at the
is that, of a four year old. I shall which is commonly referred to Briefly, he says, it means the top of the rock list.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
Foundation's convention at Chalknack of frustrating a wellto Dick Fitchit. It has been ob- not stocp to comment on your as the Confederate Society. This meaning professor to such an tem of economics." You say in fonte-Haddon Hall in Atlantic
mental capacity although a child small clique has deviated from
served that in taking your quiextent that he will want to quit an audible whisper: "But what's City. All sessions of the conSTEAK - - SHRIMP -■'- CHICKEN
the esthectic viewpoint which his chosen profession as an edu- so passe" . . . making him look vention will be open to them,
sine your manner could easily be must have its fun.
confused with that of a four- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
JUMBO HAMBURGERS
most organizations adhere to. cator and go to work for a mu- as if he had an old pair of plus- and in addition they will be the
nitions factory. Here are some fours and was shouting 23 ski- guests of honor at a special
footed beast. The one mannerYou low-lifes should find some
of his rules:
doo instead of delivering a lec- luncheon of the College Relation
ism which is lacking is the short that there seems to be in the
HOME MADE PIES
BOX LUNCHES
Committee of the Foundation to
"First of ail, always be late to ture.
grunting sounds which are usu- personage of one Louis Jordan, corner of the globe which would
Leavemanship is another ef- be held on Wednesday, October
ally issued from the mouth of something that the average facilitate your varied functions. class. Upon entering NEVER
look meek or apologetic for fective gambit that will add 31. They also will be eligible
such a beast. Perhaps there could Clemson man is lacking. The
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
disturbing the class. Appear sparkle to every class room. to attend the Dairy Industry's
be arranged a stall of sorts in veracity of which you have disSupplies Exhibitions in Conven
surprised as if this section was
which you could be placed thrice played, to revert to the more
that in the event that any scheduled to meet at this time About ten minutes before the tion Hall, one of the nation's
class is over slam your book
Plebian Phraseology, in over- group of individuals should like
per day.
whelming completely a certain to, or find a pressing need, to or even look hurt that they shut, zip up your notebook,
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
young lady on the campus, is of commanicate with me, a note of could go on without you. Many tuck your pencil neatly in your
an accomplished classman has
an
exactitude of impeccable any manner mailed to The Tiger caused the professor to thumb pocket and begin tapping your
that his pride was greatly hurt
foot spasmodically, whistling to
last week when two co-eds fail- quality, and will stand as a ver- shall find its way to me.
quickly through his class bulle- yourself, if you are a poor
itable
paramount
criteria
in
the
ed to return the greeting which
tin to see if perhaps they should whistler. At five minutes be—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
he so graciously bestowed upon decades to come.
have met at 8:35 instead of 8:10 fore the hour, scoot up on the
them. These individuals should
Disagree openly with the pro—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
in the thought for the week. fessor. An economics instruc edge of your seat, alternating
take note that a more friendly
your gaze between the wall
Truth which is of a derogatory
attitude might secure a date for
that Miss Coleen Ray has put nature is of infinitely more tor says in his most profound clock and your watch, shouting
the forth-coming dance.
on a most aloff garb in her re- value than a false-hood which and sonorous tones: "The theo- "X minus five, X minus four,
ries of Adam Smith are the X minus three" . . .'right up
lations with others. It is indeed hurts no one.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
foundations
of our modern sys- until the end of the hour."
a pity that such an attractive
that Fred Wills has taken no young thing should levitate her
note of the subtle hint which nose to the extent that her face FOR OIL OR GOLD
HOMECOMING DANCE
was given to him last week. To cannot be seen.
The dentist told the millionreiterate my last expostulation
aire Texas oil man that his teeth
Get your rental order in early for formal wear.
I give you this. You seem to —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
were in perfect condition. "But
have entered into your second
that there seems to be on the I feel lucky today,'' pleaded the
childhood. Your mode of action campus a happy little group Texan, "drill anyway."

The annual Religious Emphasis Week program at Clemson College has been announced for February 5-8. The
event is jointly sponsored by the Clemson YMCA, its
originator, the college and local churches since 1940.

Beta Sigma Chi
Holds First Meet
At Social Picnic

MASS

Lee To Receive
Leadership Award
From Foundation
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J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
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HOLLY HILL INN

HOKE SLOAN
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WINSTO

is the word-for flavor!
WILL CONDUCT
ON

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
CAMPUS

OCTOBER 29 and 30 ,
Boeing has many positions open for graduating and graduate students:
These opportunities are in all branches of Engineering (AE, CE, EE, MB
and related fields). Also needed are Physicists and Mathematicians with
advanced degrees.
Fields of activity include Design, Research and Production. Your choice
of location: Seattle, Washington or Wichita, Kansas.
Personal interviews will cover the details of openings, the nature of
assignments, Company projects currently in work, and miscellaneous information about the Company.
Come and learn about the excellent opportunities with an outstanding
Engineering organization—designers and builders of the B-47 and B-52
Multi-Jet Bombers; America's first Jet Transport, the 707;
and the Bomarc IM-99 Pilotless Aircraft.
For personal interview appointments-consult your

PLACEMENT OFFICE
■ No lecture here — just a promise of the
full, rich tobacco flavor college smokers
want! Try America's favorite filter smoke,
you'll like the taste. And you'll like the

filter — a filter that does the job so well
the flavor really comes through to you. Try
Winston for finer filter smoking. Winston
tastes good — like a cigarette should!

R. J. RTYNOLD*
TOBACCO CO.,
W1NSTOM-SALEM, N.

Switch to WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-casting fitter cigarette!
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Tiger-Gamecock Rivalry Dates
Back To 1896 State Fair Tilt
Games Have Progressed
Since Rowdiness Of First
By BILL CROSSON, Associate Sports Editor, The Tiger
COME ONE, COME ALL!!! See the Mighty Clemson
play powerful Carolina!! This is the chant that one might
have heard had one gone to the very first few games that
were played between these two schools.

By JERRY AUSBAND
Ordinarily a couple of com
THIS IS IT
The Carolina game of all games has always been looked paratively tranquil spots oc- they'll have on their furs; nor the
cupying space on the map of farmers that the back 40 is still
upon as the game of the year for both teams. This year, South Carolina, these two col to be done, that will all come in
the contest holds that extra thrill as the Tigers and Game- lege campuses revert into a ver due time; or, least of all to the
cocks fight for the right to go to the Orange Bowl New itable cauldron of "Hell's Fire students, who won't recover for
Year's Day. Although this factor has been hinted at be- and Brimstone", about ten day s a week. This is a day of combefore Big Thursday
plete hysteria.
fore and even been boldly stated, the realization of the
The initial meeting came about
Prior to 1947, the practice of
fact is now at hand.
as a
at VAJUCV.UU5
«u
«« stunt
.j....... to
w give
. . - the
— — people
r--r— —collecting vile
one Jtau
half uj.
of a uuxiai
dollar
With both Carolina and Clemson winning over strong tending the State Fair a little from every one entering the fanAtlantic Coast Conference teams this weekend, the game added enjoyment, and that it grounds, was enforced. After
did. In the year 1896, on a some state legislation, the old
has thrown the light of the day on Carolina stadium Thursday,
November 12, to be custom was abandoned. Actunext Thursday. No doubt the Orange Bowl committee exact, the State Agricultural and a\iy> the game is played, since
will be present to watch the future bowl team in action, Mechanical Society, sponsors 1934, on iand adjoining the fair
whichever it may be. The eyes of the nation are square- of the whole show, observed a grounds. After one year in the
capacity crowd of 2,000 people new stands, it was found that
ly focused upon that horseshoe called Carolina stadium flow
into the Fair's grandstand the new stadium was not a payas never before.
to witness a football game. Af- ;ng proposition. So, following
This is the game. Whether we win or lose is squarely ter further observing the howl- much to do and various crossing
screaming, uninhibited mass of palms with silver, the Univerup to the spirit of the teams, the potential power of the ing,
of spectators during and after sity of gouth Carolina became
teams, the strategy of the coaches of the teams, and the the fracas, the promoters came the proud possessor of the struc
to the conclusion that this idea ture in 1935. Many times both
support of the student bodies behind the teams.
possibly be a winner. And schools sought to change the
One might ask why mighty Maryland, which has be- could
even up to this advanced date date and time of the fray, but
gun to come to life, is not considered as an Orange Bowl 1956, there has yet to be a seat with equal failure. This has been
candidate. The answer is merely a statement of confer- not occupied during a game. They replaced by signing a one-year
ence rules: no team may compete twice in succession in were right.
contract annually.
the famous Orange Bowl. Maryland is definitely not Through the years there have The IPTAY and the BAM vie
many eventful happenings. continually for the honors, both
out of the conference race as it still remains unbeaten in been
These have included every thing within and without of the state.
ACC play. However, the Terps have lost every game from a Clemson man wringing a This doesn't mean only for who
except the one played in the conference. It is not a ques- scrawny chicken's neck, to the can get the most members, but
tion of whether Maryland can beat South Carolina and ticket situation getting so badly it extends into the ranks of the
of hand that Coach Howard players and coaches.
Clemson, which certainly is almost out of the question. out
wasn't able to get his hungry
Some people join both of the
It is the question of which team can draw the biggest Tigers into the stadium for the highly
competitive and organized
crowd at the Bowl. Clemson has shown its drawing people being so jam packed at groups for various business reapower at the earlier Bowls. Miami has seen the Tigers the gates.
sons. Once, when the IPTAY
is truly a day of unexcel- members heard that Carolina
in action and knows that Clemson is no college to be ledThis
splendor and good ole' hell- had signed Charlie "Choo Choo"
snubbed.
raising. It matters not to the Justice,
they were chagrin,
Clemson is undefeated although unluckily being tied ladies if it's 100 in the shade; but when he decided that the
University of North Carolina
by Florida. South Carolina has been beaten by Miami
was
the place for him, the Clemand stands a good chance to lose several more. Clemson supporters didn't laugh hard
son has the weaker schedule, some reputed experts say;
enough.
Frank Howard then
Carolina has the stronger. This too is a disputed subject.
tried to get "Lukie" Brunson to
enroll as a splendid football
The Gamecocks play every ACC team plus Miami, Wofprospect.
Brunson came to Clemford and Furman. This is definitely a hard seven game
son one day, but then went on
schedule with Wofford, North Carolina and Furman not
to Georgia. Then it was BAM's:
being considered in the same class.
turn to yo-ho.
Tha very colorful and likable
Clemson plays five of the ACC teams leaving out weak
Frank
Howard does a JenkleNorth Carolina and now defunct Duke. The Tigers do
Clemson's new basketball men- Hyde on the Wednesday precedplay two smaller teams, both of which are up for the an- tor, Press Maravich, officially ing the "Big Day". The floor of
nual Clemson game and for no other. Virginia Tech of began his head coaching duties his house takes a beating from
the Southern Conference is no team to be sneered at when he greeted twenty varsity his eternal pacing. This standsince they literally "stomped" N. C. State, which has giv- candidates here Monday after- ard method is accompanied by
for opening drills. This various groans and meaningless
en us our best game of the year. The Tigers also play jioon
week will be spent on funda- gestures, until he finally retires
Miami, which is rated in the top ten, and Florida was mentals, conditioning, and get- to the kitchen, where a jar of
rated near the SEC top. The 'Gators heat to their ad- ting acquainted with the novel peanut butter awaits him, along
vantage in tying Clemson. A game at Memorial Stadium type of play that the native with the spoon as a utensil.
Warren Giese, the young
would have shown which was the stronger team — of Pennsylvanian will introduce. coach
from Maryland, has beThe famous high school coach
course, the mighty Tigers.
of
Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania, fore nim the task of the biggest
TICKETS IN GENERAL
stated that all positions are open, grid tilt in the South. He, no
While attempting to ridicule the Clemson ticket de- and players demonstrating the doubt, will initiate and execute
several similar, if not related
partment for their complete lack of competence, some most hustle and aggressiveness gymnastics
in due course.
will ?et preferences. The Bennot-so-gentlemanly boys from this college have said: "We gal hardwood corps has almost As things stand now, Clemson
paid for the Carolina tickets, why shouldn't we do any- two months of rigid training be- is ahead in the number of wins,
jng with them we please?" The basis on which these fore they open Atlantic Coast towering over Carolina to the
ijduals base their argument is that they paid for the Conference play here December tune of 30-20. Three times the
4, when they met Coach Hal rpopulace have retired home
in their tuition. If these so-called men with ques- Bradly
:
s ever-potent Duke Blue without a triumphant victory or
jle adult minds will consult the official figures, Devils
a crushing defeat.
would find that out of the activity fee which is in- The Tigs will play a minimum In the last meeting of these
Tuded in the overall figure of tuition the athletic de- of 24 games, with engagements mortal enemies, the battering
emerged as the exuberpartment receives exactly $6.00, with which they are in the Carrousel Basketball Bengals
time
Classic in Charlotte and Jack- ant winners for the first
supposed to admit all students to every athletic function. sonville's Gator Bowl Tourney since 1948, although in 1950
Considering on an average of four or perhaps five both scheduled to be held the there occured a non-satisfymg
games a home season, this would run the students either latter part of December. Clemson tie, while the garnished Game
four or five dollars depending on the number of games won the Gator Tournament last cocks were transformed into be
year and finished in the runner- wildered birds,
and considering a student ticket price at other colleges. up spot in the Carrousel specta- This 54th array of power, ef
|*fhis cost to the individual also includes the Carolina le
fort, and the will to win, comes
B
J
• 1., s new *„„„,
in just
one week, and
ticket. This is of course arbitrarily assuming the indi- Maravich
team „,„„
won t™+
but together
•
*■*+=„„
<»«
«
to
the
victor
will
go the spoils,
mn
n
one g?me in fifteen conference ,
,.„..„.„
vidual student will attend all of the games.
ilx 1last* year
. and
«„,* «„,v.r,ii«/i
a m this case,; ORANGES
starts
compiled,
a
Then, too, there are approximately ten home basketrecord of nine victories
ball games at $1.00 per game. There are track meets, seasonal
against 17 defeats. In an effort
swimming matches, tennis matches, and baseball games to better this somewhat dismal
along with the ever popular cross country races every mark, the new coach has desigfall. What then boys of the clan which know it all? Are nated several offensive methods
break, Eastern type, and
you willing to pay individually for these games, matches, —fast
race-horse—which will be utiland meets?
ized this season.
The right of an individual to do with a tangible object Returning lettermen include
is not restricted if that individual is of age to completely Vinnie Yockel, Bill Yarborough
comprehend the situation. Some are not. Many of our (eligible through February 3)
Seay, Tom Cameron, Ed
student body respect themselves. Some do not. To se- Gene
Brinkley, Dick Yeary, Eddie
cure a Carolina ticket and sell it or give it away is to say Moncrief, and Rock Stone.
WILBUfc JUST WOKE UP TO
that that person giving is not of high enough caliber to Leading contenders from last
THE FACT THAT HE'S IN CLASS!
control his own mind. Let us as Clemson men remind year's formidable freshman outourselves of our duty to God and our selfrespect when fit are Fred DeBerry, Doug
Hoffman, Larry Dunn, Robbie
KEEP ALERT FOR A
we tend to do anything which goes against a pledge al- Lidsey.
Tony Helton, Nick Carready signed.
ter, Johnny Wells, and Junius BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Approximately 300 tickets were left over last year Smith. Philadelphia-bred Carl
Don't let that "drowsy feel*
after the game. That is, 300 students who had signed for Reamer, a standout of the '54ing" cramp your style in class
'55 rat club, has also returned,
... or when you're "hitting
tickets were either unable to attend, which is excusable, along
with Red Lander who
the books". Take a NoDoz
or had gotten tickets just so they could say they had didn't play last year.
Awakener! In a few minutes,
tickets to the GAME and then went home with no inten- Transfer students not eligible
you'll be your normal best...
tion to go to the game which is unexcusable, left their for varsity action this year are
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you-=-NoDoz
tickets at the gate unclaimed. Could not some student sophomores Jim Lewis and Jim
Hudson,
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
made good use of one of those tickets which the latter
Keep a pack handy!
left as a date ticket This, gentlemen, is why the date
WELLS LEADS AGAIN
15 TABLETS, 35c
Joel Wells, highly touted Clemtickets are limited to this game.
There are two problems to solve, one of which is about son halfback, once again took "PW-BeU"
pack
the Tiger offense in fold with
to be solved and the other of which is in debate as of this 240 yards rushing. Rudy Hayes, 35 tsbtets
M bandy tin
AWRKlNERS
writing. There is a definite need for more tickets for fullback, has 180 net yards on
0

Basketbailers For
First Drill of Year

(Continued on Page 6)

[the ground.

*9«

Tigers Named
Fifteenth Team
In A. P. Poll
Clemson, which is all set to
fight with the Gamecocks from
Carolina next- Thursday, regard
less of who is the favored or
higher ranked, got a gentle lift
by the Associated Press poll
which listed Clemson as the
fifteenth team in the nation.
South Carolina is listed as number 12, the last on the accepted
list.
Oklahoma, the number one
team in the nation during the
first few weeks, still ranks as
the top team with 1173 votes
for the number one position.
Clemson received 32 first place
ballots as opposed to 16 for
Carolina.
The top twenty football powers
in the United States according
to the Associated Press:
1. Oklahoma.
2. Michigan State
3. Georgia Tech
4. Texas Christian
5. Ohio State
6. Mississippi
7. Tennessee
8. Michigan
9. Southern California
10. Baylor
11. Miami ((Fla.)
12. Iowa
13. Syracuse
14. Texas A & M
15. CLEMSON
16. Pittsburgh
17. Purdue
18. Virginia Tech
19. Tulane
20. South Carolina

Swimming Hopefuls
Turn Out To Meet
Coach Carl McHugh
Coach Carl McHugh was
greeted October 8 with some 57
Clemson freshmen and Varsity
swimming candidates. This year
marks one of the largest turncuts in years but varsity potential Are still urged to add their
ability to the Clemson aquatic
team.
Due to the pool not ready for
swimming, practices thus far
have been limited to exercises
and running.
Leading the Tiger sswimmers
in the stiff Atlantic Coast Conference competition will be CoCaptains Wes Millard and Bo
Wilson, who will be swimming
the 440, the Medley and Breast
and Back strokes, respectively.
Also, Loins Ackerman, the
Medley and sprints; John Dowdle, the 220 backstroke and Medley; "Tink" Hendee, sprinting;
Wes New, the 220 and 440 Distance and Pete Murphy swimming the Medley are returning
lettermen.
Coming up from last years'
freshman team are outstanding
prospects Phillpott, breaststroke;
Happy Stover, Distance; McCahan, Sprinting and Diving— and
Harold O'Cain, sprinting.

Charlie Home (21) sophomore flash for the
Tigers, dives over for his and the Tigers' second TD of the day against Wake Forest. Billy
Hudson (75) is shown blocking in the end

■one as is Willie Smith (61). Charlie Bnsser
(10), Tiger quarterback, has jmt finished »
block.

Tigers Blank Demon Deacons To
Remain Only ACC Undefeated Team
By TOM ANDERSON, III
Two sophomores, namely Charlie Home and Horace
Turbeville, stepped into the starring role and carried
most of Clemson's scoring punch as the Bengals rolled to
their third victory of the '56 campaign by blanking a potent Wake Forest eleven 17-0, in a Conference contest.
Some 13,000 fans witnessed the Saturday afternoon spectacle at Bowman Gray Stadium in Winston-Salem.
The Tigers' terrific performance, undoubtedly their best
game thus far, so impressed
sportswriters
throughout
the
country that Frank Howard's
Country Gentlemen vaulted into national prominence and
rated a strong 15th position in
the A P. poll this week. Currently the! sole undefeated Atlantic Coast Conference, the
Bengal Brigade marched one
more tremendous step toward a
berth in Miami's Orange Bowl
by shellacking the North Carolinians for their second loop
win in as many starts.
After being contained in the
opening quarter, the once-tied
Tigers rolled for a touchdown
and a field goal in the second
period to run up a 10-0 advantage at the half. The final tally
was registered in the last canto.
Halfback Home, a 19 year old
transfer from Georgia Tech
played with the Tiger first team
in place of injured Jim Coleman
and romped for both Clemson
six-pointers, going four yards
for the first and eight for the
second
The stocky sophomore
honor student, who incidentally
was ACC's Soph of the Week
last week, gained 26 yards rush'
ing, and 42 on passes. He also
intercepted one important Deacon aarial.
Turbeville, a Camden product
booted a very important 36 yard
field goal with about five min
utes remaining in the second
quarter. It was Clemson's first
field goal since January 1, 1949
when Jack Miller kicked one to
top Missouri 24-23 in the Gator
Bowl.
Quarterback Charlie Bussey's
educated toe kicked true on both
of the extra points.
The highly-advertised battle
of backs—Tottin' Joel Wells vs
Deacon Bill Barnes—ended in
somewhat a stalemate. Barnes
got 73 yards on 15 rushes, and
Wells ground out 71 yards on 17
carries, Barnes, who ranks first
in the conference and second
nationally in rushing, thus accounted for all but 41 of his
team's rushing yardage.
Bussey passed to Home for 36

yards to the four yard line in
the second quarter to set up the
first tally.
Home went over
from the four on the next play.
The field goal came after Dick
DeSimone recovered a Barnes
bobble on the Wake 21. Three
plays put the ball on the 20, and
at a slight angle, with Shot
Rogers holding, happy-go-lucky
Horace calmly booted the ball
high and true to give the Clemsons a big 10 to 0 lead, which
lasted til halftime.
In the final period, Howard's
boys scored on a 61 yard drive
with Rudy Hayes, Home and
Wells doing the toting. Home
iced the cake when he scamper
ed ovar from the eight and Bussey again added the point. It
was all Clemson from then on.
Coach Frank Howard singled
out nis second unit for special
praise, and cited the defensive
play of stalwart linemen DeSimone,
Joh
Grdijan,
Earl
Green, and Bill Hudson.
The Tigers, who play South

Cross Country Team
To Meet Carolina,
Virginia In Dual
Clemson's cross-country team
will face South Carolina and Virginia Thursday morning, preceding the Big Thursday game,
at 10 o'clock. Clemson will be
facing Virginia in a dual match.
Last Friday, October 12, in Columbia, Clemson entered the
cross-country meet with North
Carolina, South Carolina, and
North Carolina State. Clemson
faced North Carolina in a duel
match and lost 41 to 21. Placing 7th and 8th for Clemson
were Tinsley and Tyler, respectively.
Rounding out the members of
the 5 .men squad were Ventrulla,
J. P. Brown and Beason. Coach
"Rock'! Norman reports these
five boys having been working
hard and are looking ahead to
the coming Thursday meet.
Carolina next in the annual Big
Thursday battle in Columbia,
showed more defense than in
their three previous games, and
revealed for the first time a
passing arm that kept Wake defenses loosened up.

They're smart on campus j

They score in sports..*

J. Paul Sheedy* Was A Lone Wolf Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

They rate on a date

"I'm »torv«d for affection", wailed Sheedy, "but the girls think I'm fast a
cur. Whenever I paws to talk to one the makes tracks for the tall timber
and hides." Poor old Sheedy felt so lousy he wanted to pack up and flea.
"Don't be sucha shaggy dog", said his Den Mother. "Get
yourself some Wildroot Cream-Oil and spruce up."
Now J. Paul's the most popular wolf in the forest,
because his hair looks healthy and handsome, the way
Nature intended ... neat but not greasy! Try Wildroot
Cream-Oil yourself, in the bottle or handy tube. You'll
soon be a howling success with the girls.

♦••

They're | KEDff
... they're great!

*t/131 S*. Harris Hill Rd., WiHiamsviUt, N. Y.

Wildroot Cream-Oil
gives you confidence

United States Rubber
SocksfcHsf Csftttf. Newlotk ». H. ¥,
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The Clemson cheering squad is doing a fine
job this year in leading the student body's
yells. The varsity rah-rah squad consists of
8: (left to right) Tony Vickers, Charlotte

Beckley, Fletcher Sraoak, Orlando Ferez, Joyce
Pitts, Jimmy Jones, head cheerleader, J. J.
Britton, Shirley Driver, and John Duffie.

Bengal Cheering Squad
Boosts School Spirit
By JEBBY AUSBAND, Sports Editor The Tiger
Perhaps one of the most colorful and spirited cheerleading teams in recent history has come into its own this
year. Jimmy Jones, elected head cheerleader last year,
has done a marvelous job in getting the girls and boys together for the cheering section.
All but one of the male components of the Tiger cheering
squad were held over from pre
vious years. Tony Vickers, a
sophomore from Durham, N. C.
was elected by popular vote of
the standing squad last year.
Members, other than Jones from
Anderson, are Fletcher Smoak.
^Columbia; J. J. Britton, Sumter;
jlando Perez, New York, N. Y.;
and John Duffie, Sumter.
New last year, the female act
ditions to the rah-rah squad are
certainly one of the most welcome sights on the field during
a game Charlotte Beckley who
teamed with two other girls last
year is the only girl who was
held over from last year. Charlotte is from Jacksonville, Fla.
Elections which were held
earlier in the year for two new
female members showed that
Joyce Pitts, a tall blonde from
Ware Shoals, and Shirley Driver, a short blonde from Lexington, Virginia were the girls for
the job. All three are about as
lovely and sensitive as one can
expect to find on any cheering
squad, if not better than any
ether.
The athletic department
through Mr. Hobert Lovett finances all the trips that our
squad makes. Their traveling
is done in the infamous "green
dragon" station wagons. It is
indeed a worthy commendation
for our athletic department
heads. *
New uniforms which were supposed to be completed by the
first game still have not arrived
in their entirety. The boys'
pants and the girls skirts, such
as, they may be, arrived on Monpy. However, the rest of the
piforms in the real college
tors may not get here until af'ter the season.
Jimmy Jones, with the wholehearted consent of Head Coach
and Athletic Director Frank
Howard, are changing back to
the original color scheme of
Clemson College. The colors
twenty years ago were purple
and gold, not purple and the
burnt orange of today. The
story of why these colors were
changed is. an interesting one to
note. It seems as though the
gold color dye in the football
uniforms would fade too fast as
the jerseys were being washed.
Thus, the school officials
changed the colors in order to
facilitate matters.
k
Jones said in an interview
thct, "The students have traveled better and supported their
team better than any time since
I've been at Clemson. The student body is to be congratulated
on such a fine showing," commented the head cheerleader.
The cheerleaders also want to
thank the student body and especially the Clemson Marching
Band for the fine support they
have given the cheerleaders at
the pep meetings thus far. The
support should continue to get
stronger as the football season
progresses.
The cheerleaders are a carefree crew on their trips, making
friends and meeting those others
who cannot be made friendly.
However, school work comes
first with all the leaders as has
been evidenced in several games.
The most notable is the Florida
game where they finished the
game, showered and headed for
home on Saturday night. Some
great people these!
ft's not only their wholeheartdevotion to the Clemson
ANOTHER WHITEWASH
Clemson's shutout of Wake
Forest last Saturday marked the
seventh time the Tigers had
turned t.he trick against the
Deacons.' Wake has one whitewash on the Tigers, this back in
1936.

spirit, that makes them so likeable, its the personality of each
of the members. Joyce, Charlotte, and Shirley are swell girls
with a devotion to the school.
J. J., Tony, John, Orlando, Fletcher and Jimmy are all hard
workers at school and even
harder workers for the spirit of
Clemson.
Let's give them our support,
fellas; they are doing their best
to make the Tigers know there
are solid supporters behind
them. Let's show the cheerleaders how right they are.

Clemson Holds
Edge By Way
Of Statistics
Next Thursday will mark the
fifth time in the last 16 years
that Clemson has gone into the
Big Thursday game against the
University of South Carolina
undefeated. Going back a little
bit farther — 1925-30 — records
show that the Tiger have carried an unblemished mark into
this classic seven times while
Carolina has held this honor
once, 1928.
That particular year is the
only time in modern recordkeeping that both elevens have
gone into the game undefeated.
Carolina's crash that season was
one year earlier than the one
on Wall Street. The Tigers
clawed out a 32-0 win, but lost
three of its last five games to
Mississippi State, Florida, and
The Citadel while winning from
VMI and Furman.
The University enjoyed a
somewhat more successful season after taking its licks from
the Country Gentlemen by tieing
The Citadel and North Carolina
winning from Furman, and losing to N. C. State.
Other post war all-victorious
seasons B. C. (Before Carolina)
for the Tigers were in 1929
1930, 1940, and 1941. All but
once, 1941, the Men of Calhoun
went in winning and came out
the same way. The Birds upset
the Tigers 18-14 in '41.
Getting down to more recent
case histories, Clemson was
headed for its first of three post
season bowl games in 1948 when
they went to Columbia. It looked bad for the Tigers until late
in the game when a blocked punt
was turned into a touchdown
and the winning 13-7 margin.
Two years later—1950—Clemson had bumped off Presbyterian, Missouri, and N. C. State
before invading Columbia. Clemson trailed 14-7 during the last
quarter before Clemson's great
fullback, Fred Cone, bulled
across to tie things up at 14-all,
and the Tigers went on to the
Orange Bowl Championship.
The statistics are generally
tossed out the window when
Clemson and Carolina meet in
this fenzy which is known for
putting fans from both sides
in a tizzy for about two and one
half hours.
But, should these statistics be
any indication of the outcome
(Frank Howard and Warren
Geise only believe in the final
score) Clemson should come out
with no less than a tie next
week. Because only twice—
1928 for Carolina and 1941 for
Clemson—have perfect records
been given a ride on the fair
loop-the-loop.

Line At Guards
Shows Strength
For Play Ahead
By BOB BRADLEY
Clemson Sports Publicist
If experience is the best doctor, then the nationally ranked
Clemson Tigers are well healed
at the guard position. Out of
the first six men who will possibly see ' action against South
Carolina next Thursday afternoon, five are lettermen, and
all have been starters at one
time or another during their
college careers.
Two sets of guards have been
used in the opening lineup in
the first four games. The latter
pair — Earle Greene and John
Grdijan—were regulars last season, but pushed back one notch
just prior to the opening game
in favor of Dick DeSimone and
Leon Kaltenbach. However, they
have now regained their old
role as starters.
This quartet of rugged line
men has plenty of varsity be>
hind them and joining these battle-hardened veterans is Ormond
Wild, a regular around Tigertown in 1953. Sophomore Jim
Payne, the Georgia Tech transfer, is the sixth member of the
group.
Another letterman, H. B
Bruorton, is currently running
at a fourth team spot, but mainly
because of an injury. When this
Georgetown native's shoulder
heals completely, he'll be hard
to deal with .
Coach Frank Howard cut his
first teeth coaching the line, and
even though he is now in his
17th year as chief Tiger trainer,
his first love is still that front
line of defense because without the work horses the race
horses can't go.
Probably the thing Howard
likes best is that of these six
lettermen now playing guard
five are due to be back for another session in '57. Only Greene
is scheduled to join the alumni
ranks when the work's all done
this fall.
Grdijan was the only Tiger to
earn a starting post as a sopho'
more last season when he brush'
ed off all competitors. DeSimone
was a first unit man two years
ago but a knee operation laid
him low in '55. And with Wild
and Bmorton returning to school
after being out for either one or
two years, Howard has a wealth
of guard material. A dependable junior who played his best
game of the year against South
Carolina filling in for an in
jured player is Kaltenbach. The
short, stumpy lineman teams
with DeSimone on the second
unit and Wild and Payne are
close behind.

Details of the distribution procedure and regulations
regarding the use of Clemson-Carolina game tickets were
released Tuesday night by Mr. E. P. Willimon, business
manager of the athletic department.
Student ticket receipts will be exchanged for seat
tickets at the gate to the Carolina Stadium. Each student will be required to present his identification card at
the time he picks up the seat tickets. There will be four
lines leading into the stadium, two each through gates
eight and nine. Above each gate will be a placard giving the numbers of the student receipts that should be
present for tickets at that particular gate.
The stadium gates will open at eleven a. m. Students
should be prepared to stay within the stadium once they
enter; no person can leave and return by presenting a
ticket stub.
At each gate there will he persons who are acquainted with the students. These people will check
to make sure there are no illegal entries. Any person who has an incorrect ticket will be delayed in entering the stadium. Otherwise, there will be no more
delay in entering the stadium than to pick up a ticket
at the gate.
Any person who signs for a ticket and does not use it
personally or tries to let someone else use it will be turned over to the college authorities and the Senior Council
for disciplinary action. The student who is caught giving or selling his ticket to someone else will lose all priority and will not be allowed to purchase Carolina date
tickets during the remainder of his time at Clemson.
Mr. Willimon emphasized that these restrictions were
necessary because of the greater demand for tickets this
year. Approximately 300 tickets were left unclaimed at
the stadium last year. Those students are being checked.
If they have applied for a date ticket, the request will be
denied on the basis of last year's misuse. If one finds he
will not be able to use his ticket, the athletic department
asks that his receipt be turned in to the ticket office immediately, if in nothing but fairness to all the students.
It was emphasized by Mr. Willimon that students
do not actually buy any Carolina game tickets, except
date tickets, and that there should be no question
of the student wanting to "sell a ticket he has paid
for." Each student at Clemson pays an activities
fee in his tuition. This activities fee is used to pay
for the concert programs, the recreational facilties
of the college, etc. Only $6.50 of the fee goes to the
athletic department; in return, the student is given
entrance to all home games for all sports and receives one ticket to Carolina game for his own. A portion of the activities fee going to the athletic department is also used for the maintenance of equipment,
expenses of running the team, etc.
Students are urged to read the signed statement on each
identification card regarding the use of tickets and privileges.

THE PRIZE IS YOURS!
MAN... YOU'RE IN I

FOES HAVE GOOD WEEK END
Over the weekend, Clemson's
foes played hard ball games.
Those winning were P. C. over
Elon, 20-14; Florida over Rice
7-0; South Carolina over Virginia, 27-13; Virginia Tech, 23
Washington and Lee, 7; Miami
over Maryland 13-7.
Those few teams losing were
N. C. State to Florida State 140; Maryland to Miami 13-7; Vir
ginia to Carolina 27-13; and
Furman to Wofford 18-6.
LAST FAIR GAME FOR 13
Thirteen seniors will be play'
ing their last State Fair for
Clemson when the Tigers meet
the Gamecocks this year.
NOW. THERE'S A PRIZE
I'D LOVE TO WIN J

Plans Interview
For Prospective
Marine Officers
Captain Charles B. Redman,
U. S. Marine Corps procurement
officer, whose headquarters is
in Raleigh, North Carolina, will
be on our campus on October
29 and 30, 1956, to interview
freshman, sophomores and juniors for acceptance in the Marine Corps "PLC" program.
Seniors are eligible to enroll
in the officer candidate program. Both of these programs
will enable a student to earn
a commission as a second lieutenant in the U. S. Marine
Corps, and will in no way interfere with his college studies.

WEEK END BAGS .... $2.25, $2.50, $3.60
CLEMSON PENNANTS

JUDGE KELLER

Georgia Tech-Auburn
Clemson-South Carolina
Duke-Pittsburgh
N. Carolina-Maryland
Wake Forest-F. S. U.
Virginia-Lehigh
N. C. State-Dayton
Citadel-Wofford
Furman-Newberry
V. P. I.-Richmond
P. C.-Tampa
Ohio State-Penn State
Notre Dame-Michigan State
Miami (Fla.)-Georgia
Mississippi-Tulane
Florida-Vanderbilt
Slippery Rock-W. Reserve
California-U. C. L. A.
Army-Syracuse
Rice-S. M. U.

Ausband
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Duke
Maryland
W. F.
Va.
N. C. S.
Wofford
Newberry
V. P. I.
Tampa
Ohio St.
Mich. State
Miami
Miss.
Vandy.
S. Rock
Calif.
Army
Rice

Crosson
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Duke
Md.
W. F.
Va.
N. C. S.
Wofford
Newberry
V. P. I.
P. C.
O. S. u.
Mich. St
Miami
Tulane
Vandy
S. R.
Calif.
Army
S. M. V.

Phillips
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Pittsburg
Md.
W. Forest
Va.
N. C. S.
Citadel
Furman
V. P. I.
P. C.
Ohio S.
Mich. St.
Miami
Miss.
Fla.
S. Rock
U. C. L.
Syracuse
S. M. U.

Thompson
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Pittsburgh
Md.
W. F.
Va.
N. C. S.
Wofford
Furman
V. P. L
P. C.
Ohio S.
Mich. S.
Miami
Miss.
Fla.
S. Rock
U. C. L. A.
Syracuse
S. M. U.

Sports Staff Predictors
Have Lean Football Week
By THE SPORTS EDITOR
Sports staff forecasters found themselves in somewhat
of a quandary after last week's surprises on the gridiron.
A unanimous choice of North Carolina State over Florida
State on the basis of the Wolfpack's close loss to Clemson was certainly a farce as F. S. U. ran all over the 'Pack
14-0 for their third loss in four starts.

cause of their studies and mustered IB out of 30 for a .633 and
17 out of 30 for a .866 respectively.
On this week's picks, the entire staff has picked Clemson
which is rated 15th in the nation over the 19th place team,
the University of South Carolina. The basis for this comes
on the relative strength of the
Tiger squad both first, second,
and third string. The prediction
of the week is a 21-13 victory
for the Tigers.
Other games see Pitt over
Duke by a majority vote, Maryland over North Carolina, Wake
Forest over Florida State, Virginia over Lehigh, Georgia Tech
over Auburn, N. C. State over
Dayton, Wofford over The Citadel, V.P.I, over Richmond in
a Southern Conference battle,
and P. C. over Tampa by a majority vote of the staffers. This
rounds out the ACC and stronger state teams.
Over the nation it's Ohio State
over Fonn State, Michigan State
over Notre Dame, Miami over
Georgia, Mississippi over Tulane.
Florida over Vanderbilt, Slippery Rock over Western Reserve,
U. C. L. A. over California,

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

APL wants graduates eager
to accept the challenge
of responsibility

location« fatWiti—i
The Applied Physics Laboratory
The combined facilities of APL
(APL) of The Johns Hopkins Uniand its contractors provide staff
versity is a unique organization.
Its professional staff, including members with an unparalleled sitboth junior and senior members,
uation for advanced research and
is allowed a measure of responsi- development. APL's own laborability and initiative much greater tories, recently completed, encomthan in many other research and pass 350,000 sq. ft. Their locations
development organizations. A in suburban Washington and Balstimulating environment where timore, Md. allow staff members to
teamwork and individual initiative enjoy suburban, rural or urban
are fused results in a high degree living and the manifold cultural
of creativeness and professional and recreational faculties of both
gratification.
For years APL has pioneered: w APL maintains a splendid prothe first proximity fuze, the first gram of staff benefits, including
supersonic ramjet engine, the mis- financial assistance for advanced
siles TERRIER, TALOS and study. Salaries compare favorably
with those of industrial organizaTARTAR. With a staff of 1275
APL technically directs the Navy's tions. For detailed information on
Bumblebee guided-missile pro- staff opportunities for men with
higher-than-average grades congram, including the work of 21
associate and subcontractors, tact your Placement Officer or
among them leading universities write: Professional Staff Appointments.
and industrial organizations.

Representative On CAMPUS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5th
Contact your Placement Officer today to toeurm
an appointment with the AH repreeeniative.
A PiPB SMOKER,
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YOU'RE FOR,
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[SIR WAITER
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Andersoa
Ga. Tech
Clemson
Pitt.
Md.
F. S. V.
Va.
Dayton
Wofford
Furman
V. P. L
Tampa
Ohio S.
Mich. S.
Miami
Ole Mist.
Vandy
W. Reserve
U. C. L. A.
Syracuse
S. M. TJ.

Another unanimous choice for
the winner's circle was Notre the rest of the staff floundered
Dame. Again, little Purdue pull- in mud. Anderson was also in
ed an upset and turned all the high form when he picked Richhopes of the Irishmen upside mond over The Citadel. This
down. The staff, too, was turn- too, was a singular pick.
ed upside down in picking this Presbyterian, too, was picked
game.
as a unanimous choice and did
Tom Anderson was the high justice to the cause of our staffman for the staff this past week ers. Elon was the receiver of a
with eleven correct picks. Jerry 20-14 loss at the hands of the
Ausband, Bill Crosson, and Don Stockings.
Benz were a far away second West Virginia, which was pickwith nine correct. Frank Phil- ed by two members of the staff
lips, a up and coming frosh, was to whip a strong Syracuse team,
the low man with a total of was not able to pick up the slack
seven correct picks
and was left with a loss rather
Unanimous selections by the than the proposed victory.
staff included a 17-0 win for On the season, Tom Anderson
Clemson over Wake Forest; a leads the entire pack with 31
13-6 Miami win over ACC's correct picks out of a possible 46
Maryland; South Carolina over for a percentage of .674 thus far.
Virginia 26-13; Oklahoma, the Don Benz, who has resigned his
nation's top team, over Texas position on the staff due to
45-0 for the biggest score of the scholastic commitments, is secday; Yale over Columbia 33-19: ond thus far with a .652 on 30
and our favorite team in Penn- correct picks. Bill Crosson, the
sylvania, Slippery Rock State associate sports editor, comes in
Teachers College over Indiana third with 29 correct winnerf
FANT'S CAMERA
Pennsylvania.
for a 630.
SHOP, INC.
Only two on the entire staff Jerry Ausband, the hapless
Everything Photographic
selected Wally Butt's Georgia sports editor, could get but 28
"Between the Banks"
Bulldogs to beat Jim Tatum's right for a .608 percentage. Since
U. N. C. Tar Heels. These two "Bugs" Thompson and Frank 105 I. Whirner - CA 4-0707
Anderson, $. C.
individuals were Ausband and Phillips both lacked a week bePhillips. Ausband and Crosson
were the only two members to
pick Wofford over the hapless
and sometimes rowdy Furman
ANDERSON, S. C.
Hurricane.
FARM
IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS
Tom Anderson, the winner of
the week, was the only staffer
Serving This Section Since 1895
Ausband
will instruct and pick those to pick Duke over SMU, while
freshmen which will beat the
drum. No freshman will be excused from this duty.
The upperclassmen as well as
I.E.'*, M.I.'s, A.I.'i, Math, Physics A. Chemistry Majors:
the rats are reminded that de
struction is not the function of
school spirit. There is certainly
a line to be drawn between de
struction of the type that has
happened already this year and
genuine school spirit.

Information To Rats
On Campus Regulations
By Jerry
Instructions to freshmen in
regard to raids, guarding the
Clemson campus during the
period from tonight (Thursday)
until and through next Tuesday night were issued by the
Rat Council Tuesday night.
The freshman class will guard
the entire campus during this
period, paying special attention
to the statue of Tom Clemson,
the Ag Building, and Memorial
Stadium, However, no part of
the campus will be left unguarded. Members, of the freshman
class will gather in a group on
the loggia for the guarding of
the campus on Thursday and
Friday nights to hear explicit
instructions. These two nights
are not compulsory for freshmen.
However,, by order of the
student government, all rats are
required to guard the statue all
night on both Monday and
Tuesday nights. All rats are
expected to be there; all violators will be punished according
to rules set by the Rat Council.
Freshmen are also required tc
keep the drum beating in front
of Tillman Hall from 12 TueS'
day until 12 Wednesday. The
hall councilors on different halls

We Pick 'Em

SIR WALTER RALEIGH'S
BLEND OF CHOICE KENTUCKY
6URLEYS IS EXTRA-A66P TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE.

FREE!
24-MMSOOKlSr
ONMPtCAM.
JU4T WArTKTD:
SIR WAITS*
KALtHH,
t*PT.
UHH4V11U.KY.
OEPT. I91-J

The Johns Hopkins University
.Applied Physics Laboratory
1621 Georgia Avwua, SHvar Spring, M«\
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Howard, Giese Meet First Time As Head Coache
Cubs Journey Down
To Engage Biddies
By FRANK PHILLIPS
Coach Covington McMillan and his assistants will carry
their potentially great Cub football squad to Columbia
on October 24, to battle the Biddies from South Carolina.
We say potentially great because after losing to a powerful Georgia Tech squad 35 to 13, they rebounded with a
tremendous effort against North Carolina State that resulted in a 33-0 win.
The 14-14 tie of last year's
game was a thriller with standouts Rudy Hayes of Ciemson and
King Dixon of Carolina featuring the game. Both have developed into varsity standouts
this year. Thus the significance
of the game is that things to
come will be evident.
This season the South Carolina Biddies have lost 6-0 to
Wake Forest and 13-6 to Duke.
They will provide a dangerous
foe and will be paced by Prep
All - American fullback John
Saunders from Churchland, Va.
Starting in the backfield for
Ciemson will be Harvy White,
quarterback; Robert Chaplin,
right-half back; George Quessenberry, left halfback and
fullback Doug Cline, himself a
prep All-American. Each of
these boys have led the Cubs on

offense in the games to date.
Cline's two touchdowns against
Georgia Tech leads the scoring
for Ciemson. Robert Chaplin's
48 yard punt return against N.
C. State was good for a touchdown. Quessenberry scored in
the State game and Harvey
White's quarterbacking has led
the way.
Also scoring touchdowns have
been George Ursey, Jack Webb
and Emil Zager. Sure to see
action in the forward wall will
be standout linemen Lou Cordileone. Morris Keller, Fleming
Harris. Harold Olson and Webb.
A large crowd is expected
for the game and there is no
doubt of anyone leaving disappointed. Each team will have
their glitter of prep all-stars
going against each other.

JIM COLEMAN

Jim Goleman, Fast And Elusive

For Tigers

ACC Standing

South Carolina
Ciemson
By BILL CROSSON, Associate Sports Editor, The Tiger Maryland
Playing at right halfback this year is perhaps one of the Duke
most underrated players in the Atlantic Coast Conference. N. C. State
Jim Coleman, although injured the greater part of the Virginia
1955 season, gave a very acceptable performance when he North Carolina
was able. Jim, an easy-going, soft-spoken individual of Wake Forest

21 years, is expected to give the needed spark opposite
Joel Wells in the ensuing games.

Coleman moved to Anderson
from Honea Path, where he
literally "burnt up the league"
as a quarterback. His freshman
year was the first season in organized ball, and also his first
year as a letterman Progressing
to a junior, Jim appeared as the
recipient of the Most Valuable
Player Award for Honea Path
High School, an honor that was
to be repeated in the coming
year.
Helping his team to an undefeated season in his final year of
high .school ball, Coleman was
picked to go to the Shrine Bowl
as the South Carolina wingback,
and to participate in the NorthSouth contest for seniors that
following August.
Adding to his accomplishments, this fleet-footed runner
was made a member of the AllState and All-Southern teams in
1953.
Not confining his talents to
football alone, this versatile lad
indulged in basketball, baseball,
and track, lettering all four
years in each. In the latter
sport, he held two records until
recently, one being for the high
jump, and the other- as the anchor man in the half mile relay
team.
Upon coming to Ciemson with
a four-year scholarship, it was
deemed necessary for the quarterback star to make the big
switch to right half. It was at
this position that he fell into
the foMs of the eight boys that
hold down first string spots in
the present-day Tiger eleven. As
a freshman squad, they brought
back a record of three wins and
two losses, which was not exactly an indication of their
strength, because the two losses
were very close games that could
have gone either way.
As a sophomore, the elusive
Coleman really began to prove
his potential. Starting out on
the "B' unit, with Charlie Bussey at the helm, Jim led the
way in both touchdown drives,
-while scoring the last one personally, to help upset a favored
Florida University outfit 14-7
This game, along with a number
of other well-played exhibitions
througnout the season, helped
the well-liked, six footer to attain top position in the scoring
race, with five touchdowns and

Your Favorite
Picture
WALLET SIZE 2%x3%

2 for -1.00
YES! 20 beautiful long lasting
MIRRORTONE prints, true reproductions of original. Simply send
only $1.00 with each picture or
negative of any sire. Your original will be returned.in perfect
condition along with 20 fine finished MIRRORTONE prints of
each pose on highest quality pap-

HOME PHOTO
SERVICE
P. O. Box 327«
Station A
Greenville, S. C.

CONF. GAMES
W L T PCT.
3 0 0 1.000
2 0 0 1.000
10 0 1.000
110 .500
110 .500
12 0
.333
0 2 0 .000
0 3 0
.000

ALL GAMES
W L T PCT.
4 10 .800
3 0 1 .875
13 0 .250
2 2 0 .500
13 0 .250
2 2 0 .500
0 4 0 .000
13 0 .250
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one successful extra point at
tempt.
Injury struck the promising
young speedster early in the fall
the very next year, however,
and he was sidelined for a good
part of the contests in which the
Tigermen were engaged. Des
pite these handicaps, he was able
to amass a total of 114 yards
fifth on the team, for an all-over
average of 4.0 yards per carry
He also returned 4 punts to pile
up 77 stripes at 19.2 per carry,
whicn was high for that particular department.
Jim's big day came that year
when he sprinted 30 yards to
the South Carolina one foot line,
putting the Bengals to score
their fourth and final T. D. of
the game, as they romped over
the Gamecocks, 28-14.
"I think the Tigers are a better ball club than Carolina, and
that, as a unit, we should reach
a peak about the time of the
Big Thursday classic." And as
a sidelight, Jim was one of the
eight boys, when in their freshman year, swore that they were
going tc the Orange Bowl before they graduated.

Boscobel Made
Open To Students
The management and board of
directors of the New Boscobel
Country Club announced on
September 28 that their facilities were open to Ciemson students. Although the facilities
are open to" Ciemson students,
they must abide by the following rules: (1) The payment of
mempers' green fees of $1.50 per
round will be required, (2) students must present their identification cards for admission, (3)
students play is restricted to
week days, Monday through Friday, (4) each player must have
a set of clubs.

FRANK HOWARD

WARREN GIESE

Rivalry Will Be Initiated At
Carolina Stadium Next Week
By BILL CROSSON, ASSOC. SPORTS EDITOR, THE TIGER
Two football coaches par excellance, Frank Howard and Warren Giese, will match wits and teams in just ont
week from now. Big Thursday, the elite in football affairs in the South, will test severely the abilities and knowhow of these two arch rivals. This will be the first State Fair game for Warren Giese, as head coach, while
Frank Howard has withstood 16 of these annual affairs. The Ciemson Tigers under Howard have returned to Bengalville five times with victory in their arms, while making their way back nine times after having felt defeat.
There have even been two times when Howard has felt neither remorse nor happiness, when the fracas has reslted
in.a draw. They say that the Carolina coach doesn't make any real friends in and around Columbia until he has
won his first Clemson-Carolina classic. Giese will be wanting desperately to be the most popular man on the Carolina campus and surrounding territories next Thursday. Frank Howard, who just loves the affair, and especially
the taste of victory blood, will be giving it everything.
FRANK HOWARD

our growing student body. Our board of trustees are A team is only as good as its
coach. This phrase has been
now working on this point. That will come after this used
many times in the annals
game is over and the present contract has expired. The of sports. Ciemson, with Frank
need for student identification cards with easily identi- Howard as its leader, has done
fiable pictures on them and sealed in plastic cases so very well under his guidance.
that some of the above students cannot open them and The "Little Giant", as he was
in his days of football
stick in a picture of his father or other friend is being called
splender at the University of
considered as a reality. The administration is for the Alabama, knows the game not
idea but wants the athletic department to finance some only from the sidelines, but from
$4,000 for this purpose. After all, the administration the field as well.
Coming from the city of Mocould save itself a lot of adverse comment by doing this bile,—or
is it Barlow Bend?—
and the athletic department could also seat the students Mr. Howard went to U. of A. in
more readily.
1927, and tried out for the team
If one wants to see what a real ticket situation is, pick at a robust 180 pounds. The
Tide was being coachup this past week's copy of the Carolina GAMECOCK Crimson
ed that season by Wallace Wade.
and see for yourself. The students at this institution are The "Herd of Red Elephants",
not allowed to choose where they sit—they are assigned as Alabama was nicknamed that
places for every game. Gentlemen, those words fall year, featured Frank Howard
softly lest our "bigwigs" get a similar idea. Of course, as their starting right guard.
This same club, in 1930, went
the proposed ID cards will eliminate any thoughts of to Rose Bowl as an indication
this. A student here could present his card at the gate of their strength and record.
for any home game and the Carolina game and get a Silent Jesse Nealy was the
ticket and seat. If a group wished to sit together, they top man in athletics at Ciemson
could form as one and march on the ticket gate to receive when graduation day rolled
around in 1931 for Howard.
their block of tickets. This is the best plan.
Tigertown looked good to the
DON'T MISS IT, RATS
\
Alabaminite, so he packed up
When the funeral of the Gamecock is held next Tues- his paraphernalia and hot-footday night in the college amphitheater, you unprivileged ed it to South Carolina.
rats who have never seen one of these morbid for the Having arrived as one comparatively new to the reins of
Gamecock, joyous for the Tiger events, must certainly be coaching,
he was given the job
present. "Gator" Farr is one of the South's best orators of whipping up the line for the
when it comes to the burial.
next season. Eight years later
The procession in itself is a joy to watch as the four however, there was a promotion
honor cadets bring the coffin down the aisle to the po- to be had. In 1939, Ciemson
stormed into the Cotton Bowl to
dium where "Gator" expounds and expostulates on the sweep honors away from Boston
worthlessness of the "damn Gamecock". The funeral is College, 6-3. It happened at this
followed by a series of carousing yells also damning the time that Jesse Nealy received
an offer from the Rice Institute
foul old bird.
of Technology to take over as
And, rats, it seems as though some individuals from head coach of the Rice Owls. So
Carolina have threatened to either cut our head cheer- as a result, Frank Howard became head mentor, a position he
leader's hair or carry him off.
If, and that is a very big if, one lock of hair of Jimmy has held for 17 straight years.
Jones' hair is cut or if he is touched by the hands of the
boys from the University, you rats will pay for it. This
campus had better be guarded from this night onward
through next Tuesday. Look to the article on information to rats or guarding the campus in this issue for further instructions.

In his first year as the big
man in foot, he also took over
as the Athletic Director of Ciemson College, which placed under
him all sports, and the responsibility to make them all function
properly and profitably. This
he did. Every year the athletic
department has operated in the
black.
From 1940 to 1952 the Tigers
were skilled in the arts of the
single wing. Under this system,
the Howardites compiled a
standing of 69 wins, 47 losses,
and seven ties. In two instances.
1948 and 1950 they were unbeaten. This type of pigskin parading also led them to three postseason contests. The first was
the Gator Bowl, a hardfought
game in 1948, which the Tigers
emerged victorious in subduing
the University of Missouri, 24-23
Merely two years later, the
spectators attending the Orange
Bowl saw a magnificent battle
as the Bengals came out on the
long end of a 15-14 count. The

Tigermen had barely returned
home when they were again
asked to play in Florida. This
time it was again in the Gatoi
Bowl, out they were handed a
decisive defeat at the hands of
a very strong University of Miami eleven, 14-0.
For three years now the "T"
and the "split T" have been
predominate. After the revolution, the Tigers have been
showing a steady improvement
in the win-lost column. They
have progressed from a 2-6-1
to a 7 and 3 mark in 1955. It is
not improbable that in the ensuing season that the Bengals
could turn in a performance
matching the '48 year of all wins
and no losses.
Not restricting his time and
interests to football alone, he is
in great demand as an afterdinner speaker, being particularly noted for his skill at the repartee.

WARRFN GIESE
The young new coach at the
University of South Carolina it
already being heralded as a potential great. His showing
against Duke, a highly touted
team expected in pre-season
voting to go to the Orange Bowl,
won for him immediately the
praise and admiration of all th«
Carolina supporters.
Warren Giese, hailing from
Wisconsin, got his start in collegiate-type ball while enrolled
at Wisconsin State College. Here
he lettered at end, and also in
the quarter-mile event.
It was following this period
that he enlisted in the Navy,
and under the V-12 program, he
studied at Central Michigan
College. At the same time, Giese
switched to halfback.
(Continued on Page ' 7)
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Get Ready For
Big Thursday

THE COUNTRY MOUSE GIFT SHOP
Ciemson House, Ciemson, S. C.
*

GIFT AND ART NOVELTIES
DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES
Gift Wrapped at No Extra Charge

•
OPEN FROM 9 TO 7 EACH DAY
COME IN AND BROWSE

Sport Shirts
Suits
Shoes
Socks

Slacks
Sweaters
Ties
Jackets
For The
Homecoming Dance
Complete Line of
Formal Wear for Rent

New! Yardley Pre-Shaving Lotion
for electric shaving
• tautens your skin
• eliminates razor bum and razor drag
• counteracts perspiration
• makes it easy to whisk away your
stubbornest hairs

KATHLEEN N. McGUIRE,

Helps give a smoother electric shave I
At your campus store, $1 plus tax
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"Gator" Farr To Preach Gamecock Funeral
PEP TALK

Organizer Of Drill Team
To Make Annual Visit

Cheerleaders Begin New
Column To Inform Students
By The Clemson Cheerleaders
This column is being started Next Tuesday night, Clemson
in hopes that it will give the tradition—in one of the few
cheering squad a means to re- forms that still exists—marches
veal plans for pep activities and on. "Gator" Farr preaches the
also serve as an outlet for re- funeral sermon for burial of the
marks about school spirit, hos- Gamecock, and he promises this
pitality of visited schools, and to be the finest "funeral" ever
cooperation of the administra- held at this fair school. The
"service" will be held in the
tion.
Such matters that can't be ex- amphitheater if the weather
plained at the game—case in permits. If not, the college chapel
point, the discontinued use of will be used.
the cannon at Raleigh. This can Before, during, and after the
be related in detail through this pep meeting, the students are
asked to protect Tom Clemson
column.
Tor this particular case in- and like prominent features Action in the South Carolina-Virginia game the play as Sam DeLuca (left, on knee) comas halfback Alex Hawkins is tackled. Mackie pletes a block and Buddy Frick (left forevolving the cannon, the Raleigh from Carolina visitors.
One thing which was men- Prickett (10), Gamecock quarterback, watches ground) heads off Cavalier tacklers.
chief of police took it upon himKlf to enforce a city ordinance tioned by some of the towns|nnms fireworks. The N. C people about last year's pep
a*,j> students, the campus po- meeting was the firse started in
l// snd at least one of the Ra- the highway to stop automo^,-n policemen apologized for biles, and then these autos, many
the chiefs actions, but that did with passengers just driving
not allow the cannon to be fired. through, were jostled by stu
The first thing the squad wants dents. This conduct lowers
The University of Virginia Cavaliers gave the Carolina
to do is to thank the Tiger Band, Clemson in anyone's eyesight,
its student leaders, and its di- and just imagine the damage Gamecocks their worst scare of the year last Saturday
rector, Mr. R. L. Lovett, for that would be done if one of the
when they tied the game at 13-13 early in the fourth
their wonderful cooperation in passengers is an old person with
scheduling pep meetings. Also. a weak heart—or even worse, quarter. The Gamecocks had held within the one yard
the squ8d gives its praise for the a woman with child. So—be line moments before and taken over the ball only to have
The Clemson Sophomore Y
cooperation of the student body, careful, men.
Mackie Prickett fumble the ball right back to set up the Council has announced that new
both at pep meetings and at the We'll see you at the funeral. touchdown.
members will be accepted in
BEAT CAROLINA!!!
the next few weeks, from qualigames.
It took Carolina's star half- right tackle for the 49-yard scor- fied members of the Class of
back, King Dixon, to pull the ing play. The Gamecocks' final '59.
game out of the fire with a 49 TD came as the final whistle
The Council is an oragnizayard touchdown jaunt to open blew^on a pass from Prickett to tion for the exchange of worththe door for this and another TD Hawkins. Hawkins alone ac- while ideas, for
fellowship
and score the 'Cocks' fourth vic- counted for 15 points of the Car- among Christian students, and
olina total.
tory 27-13.
for the planning and carrying
The victory which was their
out of worthwhile projects on
third in the ACC pushed them
By HAROLD THOMPSON
the Clemson campus.
The statistical report from the ACC shows Clemson's into the leading spot in the ACC
To become a member, a perwith Clemson a shade behind
(Continued from Page 6)
offensive record is better than Carolina's. A close exam- with a 2-0 record in the ACC. It wasn't long, however, be- son is expected to attend a meeting of the Council and be inination of the records for this season shows the Clemson Clemson is rated by the Asso- fore he was transferred to Mi- troduced by some standing
and Carolina teams to be the most evenly matched in ciated Press as I5th in the na- ami Training Center, and from member or faculty advisor. The
tion while the once defeated there to Jacksonville Naval Base. members then vote on the indimany seasons.
Jacksonville was where the vidual's acceptance into the
Gamecocks are 19th.
In total offense Clemson leads ~~
Carolina led at the half 13-C versatile speedster first made rolls.
on the scoring plays of halfback the acquaintance of Big Jim TaCarolina with an average of 272.8
Officers of the Council for
Alex Hawkins and a Prickett tum. Meanwhile, he had re- this semester are Joe McLean,
» yards per game to Carolina's
to Julius Derrick pass. The in- verted back to his old position president;
Charles
Spencer,
263.8. Clemson leads Carolina
spired Cavaliers came back af- at end, and Tatum was so im vice-president; Larry McKay,
on rushing offense 231.5 yards
ter halftime to completely out- pressed that he asked Giese tc secretary - treasurer; and Bill
Weeks, chaplain. Mr. Roy Cooper game to 216. In total ofThe State Canterbury Club for play the Carolina team in the come to Oklahoma.
Tatum's Sooners then jour- per is the faculty advisor to the
fense in the ACC Duke is first Episcopal students will hold its third quarter.
Council.
followed by Clemson and Caro- annual fall convention this week- The Cavaliers made good use neyed to the Gator Bowl with
The "Y" Council of '59 meets
Giese
at
one
end.
After
this
lina. In the passing department, end, October 19, 20, and 21, in of South Carolina's errors to run
Greenville at Christ Church. up the score to 13-6 before the post-season game, Mr. Giese re- every Tuesday evenin at 6:00.
however, Clemson is last in the
The Furman Canterbury Club quarter ended. Ralph Kneeland turned to Central Michigan
HELD TO BALL
ACC with 41.a yards per game will be hosts.
carried for 21 yards and a IE where he earned his AB and BS
Clemson held the ball on 79
, and Carolina is next to last with
The keynote speaker will be yard unnecessary roughness pen degrees. Upon accomplishing
the Rev. Joseph Home from alty to get the Cavaliers to the this, he joined forces again with plays against Wake Forest while
47.8 yards per game.
Carolina seven. A pass inter' Tatum, but this time as assistant the Deacons ran 61 plays.
Defensively, the Tigs fall be- Florence, South Carolina. He
will open the convention on Fri- ference play put the ball on the coach and physical education inhind the Conference leading day night with the theme one from which point quarter- structor. A few seasons as an
Gamecocks giving up 265.3 yards
"Christ's Church on the Cam- back Nelson Yarborough sneak assistant coach led him to be
per game where Carolina gave
chosen as Maryland's number
ed over for the score.
pus."
up only 221.8. Carolina gave up The convention will begin with
A bright chance for Virginia one assistant football coach.
an average of 159.8 yards per registration at four o'clock on to score again was lost when During the first few years he
game rushing; Clemson gave up Friday ftaernoon. That night the 'Cocks held on the one yard achieved a Masters degree at the
206.5. Clemson holds a slight the recreational program will line after Prickett had fumbled University there.
edge on pass defense giving up be led by Archie Hardy of Car- and the Cavaliers had recoverMaryland obviously profited
60.3 yards as compared with olina
ed. However, Prickett fumbled from his leadership, because
Carolina's 61.6.
Features for Saturday will be again, and the Virginia men were they recorded three undefeated
Individually, Carolina placed celebration of Holy Communion quick to take advantage of the squads, sent two Orange Bowl
two men, Dixon and Hawkins, at eight o'clock, discussion situation with quarterback Whi- competitors, a Sugar Bowl repamong the top ten conference groups, a business meeting in tey Clark going over for the resentative, and a Gator Bowl
rground gainers. Dixon covered the early afternoon, and a big score. Jim Bakhtiar scored the team.
377 yards and Hawkins 302. picnic on Paris Mountain during extra point.
Giese combined his talents and
Clemson has placed only one the evening.
Carolina found it tough sled- knowledge with his boss, Tatum.
man Joel Wells among the top
The meeting will come to a ding until Dixon broke over and wrote "COACHING FOOTten ground gainers with 240 close with breakfast on Sunday
BALL and the SPLIT T". This
yards rushing. Bussey leads morning.
PENALTIES HTJRT
same text is now in use in over
Prickett of Carolina in passing
Clemson has been penalized 110 colleges in the countey. In
Clemson's three voting delyardage with 154 yards to egates will be Dick Lee of Sum- 201 yards in four games for an addition to being the co-author
Pricketts 129.
ter, Vice - President of the average of about 50 yards per in one book, he is now in the
Carolina has an enviable rec- State Canterbury Club, Char- game. 80 of these yard penal- midst of his own. His enthusiord with wins over Duke, North lotte Beckley of Jacksonville. ties came in the Wake Forest asm, drive and rigid organizaCarolina U., and Virginia losing Florida., and Jack Pinckney of game. The Tigers' foes have tion of time, make the football
only to Miami. Clemson has a Greenville. Clemson will also been penalized only 145 yards machine work with precision,
better record with wins over be represented by a large num- or approximately 36 yards per both in practice and in the
P. C, N. C. State, and Wake ber of students.
games.
game.
Forest; the only mar on the record being a 20-20 tie with
Florida. These statistics add up
to a Ibriller on Big Thursday.

Gamecocks Come Back In Fourth
Quarter To Beat Virginia, 27-13

Soph 'Y' Council
Accepts Members

Statistics Show
Jigers Better Team

RIVALRY

Canterbury Club
Will Hold Annual
Fall Convention

This coming Tuesday night will be an experience that
the freshman of this college will never forget. It is at
this time that "Gator" Farr, speaker and pep rally enthusiast spectacular, will give his annual address to the student body on the merits of how to bury a rooster.
"Gator", who was one the
Cadet Colonel when the cadet
corps was in being, gives one of
the most extraordinary and interesting talks that one will ever
hear.
You freshmen may ask any of
the upperclassmen you know
about "Gator" Farr, and he will
tell you the exact same thing.
Using a Sears and Roebuck catalogue to guide him in his orations, Mr. Farr expounds and
expostulates about the relative
worthlessness of "that damn
Carolina rooster". One of his
favorite expressions is, "I came
here to bury that Damn rooster,
not to praise him."
"Gator," who was the originator of the Senior Platoon,
comes all the way from Groveland, Florida, to deliver his famous ultimatum. After he arrives in Clemson, where he was
a student from 1926 to 1930, a
procession is formed including
four boys carrying a casket
containing the' hated gamecock,
and Gator himself dressed in a
long black, coat with hat and
dark glasses. The gentlemen are
first seen by the student body
as thfy begin their walk down
the center of the amphitheater
isle, to be cummulated on the
brick-ia layed stage.
Once on the stage, "Gator"

NAVY
(Continued from Page 1)
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2, and
'Voices of Spring Waltz' by
Strauss.
Soloist Morris will sing the
tenor aria, 'O Paradis', from
Meyerbeer's 'L'Africaine'. The
harmonico solo by Bain will be
a 'Parisian Fantasy' based on
themes by Offenbach.
Tickets for the performance
and for the full five-date Clemson concert series are still available through the President's office at the college, with special
rates for students. Regularly
enrolled students will not have
to buy tickets to the concerts.

~
brings out his catalogue and
starts to preach. After many
cheers and laughs by the audience, he starts the return

walk to the field beside the field
house, where the rooster is cremated in a fashion befitting his
position.
Clemson men by the score
have heard and enjoyed "Gator's"'talk, and it is a once-in-alifetime experience that no one
should miss, especially the freshmen.

Army ROTC Cadet Chris W. Mathews, son of Mr. C. W. Mathews, 8 Sheldon Road, Charleston, S. C, a M. E. major from
Clemson, was runner-up in the mens tennis singles held at the
1956 Army ROTC Summer Camp at Fort Benning, Georgia.
"Kit" won four matches in the contest before being defeated III
the final round by Tom Stevens, Mississippi State's number one
man. Chris is a member of the Clemson tennis team. Besides
being runner-up in the men's singles, Mathews was also a partner on the doubles match runner-up team. He received two
medals, for these accomplishments, and earned more points for
his company than any other Clemson athlete.

Visit Us For The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 A. M. Til Mid-Night

Gives you more to enjoy
Qualify Tobacco
•Real Filtration
Full King Size

-•■^?:^v

BLUE KEY

PI

{Continued" from Page 1)
at Clemson this year were elected Monday, October 15.
They are:
T. E. Berry, 4 E.E., Greenville;
J. K. Sullivan, 4 Ch. E., Greenwood; H. B. Goff, 4 E. E., Columbia; J. H. Turner, 4 E. E.,
Marion; C. M. Butler, 4 E. E.,
Hartsville; J. W. Allgood, 3 Pre.
Med., Liberty.
Also, J. F. Smoak, S Or. E.,
Columbia; W. P. Dubose, 4 Ent.,
Darlington; K. N. Vickery, Registrar of the College.

SALE
Tapered Waist

Shirts

2«" $6.99
Button Down
collars, all colors,
oxford cloth.

ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN

114 North Main
GREENVILLE, S. C.

FILTER TIP

Senior and graduate
students in the
following fields...

See your
placement officer
HOW...

for am appointment

!'CARETTE$

AERONAUTICAL
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
CHEMICAL
METALLURGICAL
PHYSICS

the taste is great! |£j

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS with
representatives of

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
world's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines
will be held on

Tuesday
OCTOBER 30

FILTER TIPTAREYTON
; PRODUCT Of

(

J%& <Jrm&ii&aM ub€tteet>-<^cnyKina-

AMERICA'S IEAOING MANUFACTURER.OF CIGARETTES

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Latin American Students
Form International Group

Thursday, October 18, Vt9$

Baptist Student
Union Will Hold
Fall Convention
Approximately one thousand

Interview Visits Are On The
Increase Following State Fair

Latin American students at Clemson College observed students representing nearly
After State Fair holidays the company recruiting seaColumbus Day last Thursday with the formation of this every college and several son really gets underway. Most of the prospective emschools of nursing in South Car- ployers have scheduled visits before Christmas. Many
institution's first international social club.
olina will meet at the First
The club's first announced:
:
—
Baptist Church in Greenwood, will be making their major effort to secure graduate!
project? A combo with a basic
for the annual South Carolina from the June and August groups this fall.
Latin beat, comprising three

Engineering Schools
Complete Plans For
Stale Fair Exhibit

Others prefer to talk with
Baptist Student Union Fall ConPuerto Ricans, a Mexican, a CuJanuary graduates now, and Corporation, USN Air Developvention, November 9-11.
ban who rattles and a New
With "CHRIST, the LORD— will return early in 1957. Sum- ment, Material & Turbine Test
Yorker who dances. "We'll
MY
LORD" as the theme of the mer jobs will be discussed with Center, US Department of Pubplay for fun. No professionals,"
convention, the four major specific under-graduates all lic Roads, National Bureau of
says Jose Quinones, a senior in
addresses will be made by Dr. during the interviewing months. Standards,
architecture from
Adjuntas,
Personal interviews are being
Thursday, November 1: SchPuerto Rico. "We may not be
The combined Schools of En- D. J. Evans, pastor of the Gor- scheduled in the Placement Ofdon
Street
Baptist
Church,
Atlumberger
Well
Surveying
good, but we promise to be gineering of Clemson College are
fice now as follows:
Corp, Eglin Air Force Base,
loud."
now completing their plans for lanta, Ga. Bible study periods
Monday, October 22: McDonQuinones, the only married an Engineering Exhibit at The will be conducted at each ses- nell Aircraft Corp., Ohio Dept. Proctor and Gamble Distributsion
by
Dr.
Eric
Rust,
Southern
ing Co.
member of the club, plays the State Fair, October 21-26. This
Baptist Theological Seminary, of Highways.
Friday, November 2: Schbass and guiro.
is the first joint exhibit of its Louisville, Kentucky. Mr. DuTuesday, October 23:
Shell lumberger, Fieldcrest Mills, N.
Guillerm 'Bill' Sanchez, a type, conducted by the com- Pre Rhame will lead the song Chemical Corp. and Shell Oil
American Aviation (L. A. Div.),
textile manufacturing freshman bined schools of engineering, at services for the Friday and Sat- Co.; Republic Aviation Corp.
US Bureau of Reclamation.
from Havana, Cuba, has tenta- the South Carolina State Fair.
Monday, October 29: Texas
urday sessions. Rev. James
The following companies will
tively named the band "Killers
Company, Boeing Aircraft Corp, be represented during the week
The eight departments, Cr. E. Bowers will be host pastor.
of Rhythm", but has encounter- C. E., E E.; M. E., Ind. E., Ag.
US Naval Gun Factory, US ending November 10: Deering
There will be eighteen semi- Marine Corps.
ed
good-natured
opposition E., and Arch. E., will occupy
Milliken, Radio Corporation of
nars
on
Saturday
morning
led
from the others. one-half of the formerly used by pastors of Baptist churches wTuesday, October 30: Pratt & America, John Hopkins Applied
''''i'"' Aircraft, Boeing Air- Physics Lab, Food Machinery
A fifth-year student in ar- Agriculture Department Buildchitecture, Frederico Montilla, ing, but each department will and other outstanding Christian craft, US Marine Corps, West and Chemical Corp, (Westvaco)
leaders.
^nlp & Paper Co.
Taylor, Charlie Richey, Jerry Genniss and of Santurce. Puerto Rico, is the be represented by individual dis- Special features during the
Foreground, Preston Stokes, cadet colonel; left
Union Bag and Paper Co., FacWednesday, October 31: York tory Mutual Engineering Div.,
pianist.
Fellow
Santurcean,
Currie B. Spivey.
to right: Buford Goff, Sammy Owens, Joe
plays
and
demonstrations.
convention
will
be
reports
from
Marcelo Colon, a transfer freshCelanese Corp, Cook Research
The Architecture Department the student summer missionarman in architecture, handles the
Lab, Mohawk Carpet Mill
xylophone-styled marimba. Or- will focus its exhibits in a geo- ies; the State B. S. U. Chair, di(Mahasco), Convair, Owen^
lando Perez, a New York City desic dome that will be adjacent rected by Miss Joyce Smith,
Corning Fiberglas, South Atlas
state
music
chairman;
a
stujunior in industrial manage- to the Agriculture Building. The
tic Army Engineers,
Trail
ment, banks the timbal, or 'long exhibits will emphasize student dent director's symposium on
Company,
National Securit;
drum' and dances.
partbioation through student Saturday morning; and a specAgency.
ial emphasis on Saturday night.
The club, a 'musician's un- demonstration.
ion' in makeup, will meet and
The expense that has been in- Jim Youngblood, State B. S. Dear Tom:
rehearse weekly at the Newman curred, by the renovation and U. president, of the University
For those who may be unfaEd. note:
Club on campus. There are a re-wiring of the building is be- of South Carolina, will preside. miliar with the term, anarchy
(The Cadet Regimental Staff of Clemson College ROTC
couple of instruments missing, ing borne by the College, with The planning committee for this is the state of society where
but this is only a temporary the idea that the expense will convention is composed of the
for the year of 1956-57 is featured this week in the TIGER
there is no law and which imhardship. The mail order was be off set by the over-all useage stdent directors and four stuto provide an insight to the student body, so that they
plies
total absence or suspen
dents:
Jim
Youngblood,
Union the last plane south.
"We
The regular meeting of the
might know their ROTC officers better. After reading
are planning to nlav at parties," this year and in the years to versity of South Carolina; Joyce sion of government. We here Block and Bridle Club was
at Clemson have been jusstifiacome.
Smith,
Furman
University;
Pat
reveals
Monti!"
t
'fherever
the
this article, we feel that you will understand that your
called to order by club presiWith the attention focused on Baughman, The Citadel; and bly proud of the performance dent J. E. Cox in Room 110,
cha-cha, the ; mambo, the meofficers are one of you, put in a high position in order to
of
our
student
government
Shirley
Hicks,
Limestone
Colrenque and the bolero is in de student participation, the comThe United States Civil Sersince it assumed greater respon Long Hall, Tuesday, Oct. 9.
help you more during the school year).
bined engineering exhibits will lege.
mand.
vice
Commission
has
announced
sibility following elimination of New business included the
The Regimental Commander
prova quite enlightening, as well
All Baptist students at Clem- the cadet corp. The change setting of a new time for the
a new examination for Student
is Cadet Colonel Preston
W. Council of Club Presidents.
as interesting. Every Clemson son are invited to attend. In was analagous in many respects meetings to 6:00 p. m. every
Trainee positions in the folStokes, of Charleston, S. C.
The Regimental Band Com- lowing fields:
student, at least, should take order to obtain housing, regis- to a change from government Tuesday. Plans were also disArchiter#re,
"Press" is a civil engineering pany
Commander,
Captain cartography, . chemistry, engithe time to see these exhibits ter with A. B. Parsons (at Bap- by military junta ' > complete cussed for the sponsoring of a
major and is vice-president of James K. Sullivan, a chemistry
tist Church) by Oct. 30.
while at the State Fair.
self-government.
Homecoming sponsor and a disthe Student Body. He is a very major from Greenwood, S. C, is neering, mathematics, metallurgy,
meteorology,
oceanography,
We
should
realize,
however,
play.
active member in both religious a member of the Alpha Phi
that self-government imposes
The following are new memand school activities. He is a Omega. Kirk is also a member and phyics. The entrance salaLast week, October 8-11,
certain responsibilities on the bers being initiated into the
member of the Senior Council, of Mu Beta, Psi, Numeral So- ries during the training period Clemson College, in conjunction
vary from $2,906 to $3,315 a
governed which were not pres- Block and Bridle Club this
Alpha Phi Omega, S. A. M. E.. ciety, Wesley Foundation, and year.
with N. C. State College, Brick
ent
under oligarchic govern- week: Charles Segares, Philip
ASCE, Blue Key, Tiger Broth- is president of Alpha Chi SigSamuel Ballou Skinner, from ment. Unless we support those Fuller, Jim Bragg, J. H. GrifStudent Trainees will partici- and Tile Service, and Southerhood, Charleston County Club, ma.
Conway, a junior in industrial
pate in special training pro- ern Brick and Tile Manufac
Scabbard and Blade, and WesTwelve graduate assistants management, has won a $100 we elect to responsible positions fin, R. T. Lemaster, Todd
The Regimental Executive grams consisting of on-the-job turers Association, sponsored a
and abide by the rules which Arant, Mendel Sanderson, Marley Foundation.
Officer is Cadet Lt. Colonel H.
Plant Operators Forum for have been announced by the scholarship for the 1956-57 we decide on by majority vote, cus Chandler, John Williams
Preston was recently elected Buford Goff, an electrical en training in a Federal establish- members of the structural clay Clemson College faculty for school year at Clemson.
The we may prove ourselves too and Cleveland Sanders.
ment and scholastic training at a
president of the South Carolina gineering major from Columbia. college or university. To quali- industry.
1956-57. They are:
$100 was presented by the Vita immature for autonomous govMethodist Student Movement, S. C. Goff is a member Of fy, applicants must have had
Daniel R. Cline, Toccoa, Ga., Craft Corporation under their ernment. When precipitate and
This was the second annual
and has held membership in Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, appropriate high school or col- meeting of the forum. It was and Thomas F. Collins, Macon, College Plan.
irresponsible actions are allowthe Student Assembly, CDA, and Senior Platoon, S.A.M.E., Scab- lege education and must, pass a designed to bring to the manu Ga., both with an A. B. from
Mr. Skinner won his scholar- ed to supersede sober considthe Executive Sergeants Club. bard and Blade, P. S. A. and written test.
facturers of Structural Clay Mercer (Ga.) University; and ship as a reward for superior eration and respect for the
(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
As for his military activities, A. I. E. E. As a junior, he held
Further information and ap- Products throughout the coun Talmadge D. Foster, Jr., Spar- salesmanship for the Vita Craft property and rights of others,
Preston was a member of the membership on the Ways and plication forms may be obtained try information about Quality
Clemson, South Carolina
we deny the trust and confiFreshman Platoon, and the Means Committee of the Stu- at many post offices throughout Control in its many forms and tanburg B. S. from Clemson, in Corporation amounting to $4,dence of those who have seen
the
physics
department.
793.55
in
total
sales
this
sumPershing Rifles, and is at pres- dent Government, and the C. D. the country, or from the U. S. how Q. C. could be used in their
Phone 6011
Harold D. Anderson and Earle mer. There were 54 scholar- fit to grant us the opportunity
ent a member of the Senior A., and was vice-president of Cil Service Commission, Wash- type of production.
ship awards presented in six to govern ourselves.
Platoon.
Speakers from both research D. Jennings, of Charleston, both
the Exective Sergeants Club. ington 25, D. C. Applications
We should prove by our
These
Regimental S-l, Intelligence Buford was also a member of will be accepted by the Civil organizations and from indus- with a B. S. from the College of southeastern states.
words and deeds that we supFRI. - SAT.
Officer, is Cadet Major Sam- the 4th Regimental Headquart- Service Commission until fur- trial concerns throughout the Charleston; Arthur W. Garri- scholarships are in addition to port democracy at our own level
commissions and
allowances
my L. Owens, an industrial ers, Pershing Rifles.
GREGORY
PECK
country covered all phases of son, Greenville, B. S., The Cit- earned on these same sales.
ther notice.
and not act like residents of
management major from Greenthe problem from "What is adel; Claire V. Reid, Dallas.
in
Vita Craft Scholarships are some Latin American country
ville, S. C. Sammy is leader of
Quality Control," to "Personnel Texas, A. B., University of awarded specifically for tuition whose frequent revolutions we
the Senior Platoon and the
North Carolina, and Mildred A. and school expenses and are are prone to criticize.
in Quality Control."
Rabid
Scabbard and Blade. He is also
Professor G. C. Robinson, Williams, Arden, N. C, B. S,. based on total sales from June nationalism and its parallel for
a member of the S.A.M.E., TiHead of Clemson's Ceramic En- Western Carolina College, in 3rd to September 15th. The us, school spirit, when carried
By TIM TRIVELY
ger Brotherhood, and Stdent
School, and Dr. H. chemistry and geology.
amount of the scholarship is to extremes, can only react to
The sophomore, in both glamorous aspects of being so- gineering
Assembly. Last year, he was
MON. - TUES.
Wilson of Clemson were among
WiLiam P. Creighton, McCor- determined by the individual the down-grading of the school
assistant leader of the Pershing ber and perennial, is perhaps the most controversial of the speakers.
in the eyes of others.
mick,
and
George
A.
Hutto,
Jr.,
sales.
Rifles, a member of the ExThe meeting was highlighted
Let's prove we are capable of
ecutive Sergeants Club, and academic figures. He is capriciously subjected to his by a tour of the Clemson cera- Myrtle Beach, both with a B.
self-government and not invite
won the Best Drilled Cadet superior's commands and wishes, as well as to the impu- mic facilities on Wednesday af- S. from Clemson. in textiles.
Farmer: "Now, miss, that's the inevitable monarchy which
Award. Sammy was also a dence propagated by his inferior underlings. Only in a ternoon. Various applications
Henry D. Blocker, B. S., Clem- one of our best cows."
always succeeds anarchy.
member of the Pershing Rifles body is he caught, shouting to the top of his timorous of Quality Control wera seen son, m entomology; Robert L. City Girl: "Maybe, but it must Signed:
Anita Ekberg
and the Freshman Platoon.
and demonstrations of both ap- Squire, B. S., Clemson, in seed cost a lot to keep her in chewing
Jim Brittain
The Regimental S-2, Intelli- voice, "Run, Rat, Run."
gum."—The Southern Planter.
paratus and techniques for con- certification.
EE
'57
His superiors tolerate him,
gence and P. I. O. Officer, is
trol systems were given by stuWED
Cadet Major Joseph S. Taylor, just as they do the freshman
dents in the ceramic engineerii
an industrial management ma- rat". He isn't "enough of the
ing department.
jor from Clemson, S. C. JV is world" to possess prestige and
president of the Tiger Brother- power, today's substitute for
hood, and assistant leader of lance and blade. The upperthe Scabbard and Blade.
He class cliques, A.&S.—Arts beBy Charlie Richey
its tension in palpatating and the same warm, pleasantlySeventeen seniors of the
is a member of the Blue Key. fore Science, M. E.—manifesta- Clemson College Army ROTC
I'm sure all of us, at one time sometimes sinister jazz. Inter- husky voice that has become her
P.S.A. "Y" Cabinet, and S.A.M. tions of Einstein, C.E.—country detachment have been designator another, like to be cast into preted by an orchestra of the well-known trademark both in
E. Before his senior year, Tay- ethics, artificial Architects, and ed as Distinguished Military
a spell of some kind. In George best jazz and symbolic instru- nightclubs and over the medMickey Rooney
lor was a member of the Execu- aggrandized Aggies,
exclude Students. They have been seShearing's album "The Shearing mentalists of the country, Bern- iums of radio and television.
The
Marion
County-Clemson
tive Sergeants Club and Stu- the Sophomore orphan for his lected for their outstanding
Spell," George casts his spell in steins' score is a unique mixture All the tunes of the album are
THURS .
dent Assembly. Also, Joe was lack of intestional fortitude, un- qualities of leadership, high Club met Monday night, Octo- a very unique kind of musical of gentle woodwinds and scream- fabulous, but some of the most
ber
8,
1956,
and
elected
offipresident of the Freshman and less it happens to be centrally moral character, and definite
magic, and unlike most brands ing brass. This L(ong) P(lay- spell-setting ones are "EveryERROL
FLYNN
cers
for
the
1956-1957
session.
Sophomore "Y" Council, and located in his pocket.
aptitude for military service,
Newly elected officers are: of witches' brews, this is a ing), which was recorded di- thing I Love," "A Good Man Is
in
vice-president of the Junior
His inferiors, whose omnipo- and have demonstrated leader- President, Carl Lewis, an agri- case not so much of what goes rectly from the sound track of A Seldcm Thing," "Don't Wait
Class.
tent omnipresence is making ship ability through achieve- cultural engineer from Mul- into it but how it is stirred. the motion picture, gives ALL
Up For Me," "From This MomThe Regimental S-3, Plans "heads and headlines", disre- ments while participating in
lins, South Carolina; vice-pres- Shearing is no Merlin of melody, the audible "music" which this ent On," and "In Other Words."
and Training Officer, is Cadet gard him for his lack of power recognized campus activities.
ident, Chris Dickens from Ma- experimenting with strange mus- controversial movie had from
Major Charles G. Richey, an (alia prestige). The sophomore
rion, majoring in agricultural ical concoctions; instead, he start to finish—forty-four minA
Distinguished
Military
Stuarts and science major from has to be a "proverbial Wheel"
Ware Shoals, S. C. Charlie is —one who grinds his own axe, dent may become a Distinguish- engineering; Treasurer, Joe Wil- sticks to the rather commonplace utes of it! It's a must for your
a member of the CDA, Alpha in order to impress those who ed Military Graduate upon liams from Marion, majoring in combination of piano, bass, gui- collection.
Phi Omega and Senior Platoon. are the suppressed underlings. graduation if he has completed animal husbandry; Secretary, tar, bibes, and assorted drums,
For those in love, Dinah
advanced training, including James Walker, a mechanicay en- blending them with an imagina- Washington has an album of
He was a member of the PershTake the very word Sophoing Rifles drill team and won ore; "Sop" is a Southern way summer camp, and has main- gineering student from Marion. tion, restraint, and sense of good the same name—"For Those In
Two publicity chairmen were
the Neatest Cadet Award as a of
pronouncing "Sot"; and tained his high standards since elected: Dean Winesett, and ar- taste that have become his spe Love/' The album, which is the
becoming
a
Distinguished
Milsophomore.
"more" is an adverb — which
cial trademark. Among the product of an all-night party;
itary Student. He may also re- chitecture major from Marion, tunes of the album are "The a happy, relaxed party at which
« Cadet Major Charles M. J. modifies the action doer.
and
Rufus
Rogers
from
MulNow Located In Clemson
;'enness, a mechanical engineerThough the Sophomore is in- cpi'-e a Regular Army CommisMan I Love," "Goodnight My Dinah and all the musicians
ing major from Greenville, S. clined to toot his timorous tune, sion. The Distinguished Mili- lins, and mechanical engineer- Love," "Out of This World," were aware that the end result
Complete stock of all Label Long Play Records,
C, will serve as S-4 supply of- he is also worthy of our admira- tary Graduate program is an ing major. Both are freshmen. "Yesterdays," and "Midnight on would be terrific, includes "I
The
faculty
adviser
is
H.
M.
important
part
of
the
army's
45 R.P.M. Singles and Extended Play Albums.
ficer. As a participant in school tion. Though sophisticated
Cloud 69".
Get A Kick Out Of You," "My
high Felder.
acti'ities, "Jerry" is president (genl, pseudo) the Sophomore program for obtaining
Of all of you who saw "The Old Flame," "I Could Write A
quality officers.
of the SAEA, vice-president of stands for solidarity.
ey,
Ware
Shoals;
Ad
N.
Stall,
Man
With The Golden Arm," Book,'' "This Can't Be Love,"
The
following
seniors
have
ASM1', secretary - Treasurer of
PHONOGRAPHS
HI FI COMPONENTS
If each and every class would
W. there.3 probably not a one who and "You Dont Know Wha1
the C-".:ncil of Club Presidents coagulate, as do our stolid been designated Distinguished Jr., Greenville; Preston
Stokes,
Charleston;
James
K,
wasn't impressed with the music, Love Is "
treasurer of Tau Beta _ Pi, and friends the Sophomores, we Military Students by the PMS
RCA Victor
Pilot Amplifiers
&T: Theodore C. Alexander, Sullivan, Greenwood; Joseph S. available on a Decca LP. The
And now for a fabulous sound:
a member of Phi Kappa Phi.
would truly witness the return Anderson; Isam E. Ballenger, Taylor, Arlington, Va.; and Bomusic, written by Elmer Bern- "The Voice Of Chris Conner!"
The Regimental Sergeant Ma- of "CLEMSON CHARACTER."
Columbia
Fisher Amplifiers
Inman; William G. Coats, Cross num S. Wilson, Jr., Charleston. stein, vividly reflects the tight- In Chris' latest showcase of her
jor is Master Sergeant Currie B.
The
Distinguished
Military
Hill; Samuel C. Gambrell, Jr.,
ness of the picture and expresses talent, entitled "Chris", we find
Spivey, an industrial managePilot
Altec Lansing Speakers
Owings; Homer B. Goff, Jr., Students will receive a military
ment major from North AugusColumbia; Charles M. Jenness, device in a formal ceremony
Birch
ta, S. C.
"Bubbie" was a
Jim Lansing Speakers
The deadline for scholar- Greenville; James H. Hones, Jr., at a later date.
member of the Pershing Rifles
ship
applications—October
31
Anderson; Kenneth G. Jordan,
V. M.
Regimental Staff, Pershing RiFrazier May Speakers
fles Freshman Platoon, and won —is drawing near, and no ap- Anderson; Daniel D. Lee, Jr., When your conscience is your
Owens, guide and you make a mistake
MANY OTHER
the Neatest Cadet Award as a pdications can be received af- Dillion; Sammy L.
Garrard Changer*
sophomore. He is also a mem- ter that date. See Mr. Hughes Greenville; Robert S. Parker, you do not feel so badly about
MAKES
ber of the Senior Platoon, pres- in the Student Aid and Place- Spartanburg; Charle.s G. Rich it later.
Collaro Changers
AND
MODELS
ident of the Executive Ser- ment Office as soon as posgeants and a member of the sible if interested in any
PRICED FROM
scholarships.
ALL COMPONENTS
It is time that business takes as
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
much interest in government as Any man who fights for the
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
SILVER
SOLD AT
to
government has been taking^ in things he believes in must be
business.
prepared to make enemies.
WHOLESALE PRICES

Letters
To Tom

Some Facts About Your
Cadet Regimental Staff
The Civil Service
Has New Exam For
Qualified Trainees

Quality Control
Forum Was Held
Here Last Week

Eleven Graduate
Assistants Named

Block And Bridle
Held Irs First
Meeting Tuesday

Samuel Skinner
Wins Scholarship

Clemson Theatre

The Stolid Sophomore

"Moby Dick"
"Back From
Eternity"

Seventeen Seniors
Designated ARATC

Marion County
Clemson Club
Holds Elections

DSSC-O-PATION

Frances in the
Haunted
House"

'Captain Blood'

Announcing!
MARYS RECORD SHOP

NOTICE!

TIGER TAVERN

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

COLLEGE JEWELRY

$19.95

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.

Watch Repair

STONE BROTHERS

Clemson's Finest Gift Selection

GREENVILLE, S. C.
Complete Outfitters to Men, Young Men,
and Students

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"

•

Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

$149.50

Shops Located at 528 S. Main and 23 West
Washington Streets in Greenville, S. C.
AND NOW IN CLEMSON

